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Philadelphia, Pa., May ls.-- ld ;15 le
mouument erected and dedi-
cated to the memory of Washington
was tun( fled this morning in the pres•
mare of a; vast throng of people. Presi-
dent McKinley was the chief speaker of
the orta. on, and he made an expellent
address. The movenieut to raise funds
for this monument began ninety-one
years a; o.
AT LAsr.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Tallaheseee, Fla ,May 15.--I p
The deverock in the Legislature over
the election of a successor to United
States Sseator Wilkinson Call, which
began on At ril 20th has ended at lust,
ex-Congressman Stephen R. Mallory
having been elected The new United
States Senator is'a son of the celebrated
Stephen R. Mallory, who represented
Florida in the Senate in ante-bellum
days and who was also Secretary of the
Navy in the Cabinet of Preeident Jeffer-
son Dav:s of the Confederate States of
America. The Senator is in many re-
spects very much like his illustrious
have the uporUu1Ly ofattoncllUg
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Is a prospect no for a
good crotil. of wheat tillat will
a good price. You want an
easy runiiiing machi e that
take it up clean. TI e equal
oile PEERING
has never been seen. Runs
like a Howard wat4i, und
gets up whent as cle n as a
garden rake . .
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Ball=bearilig,
Yo u know.
$D9n't Get Left
CO By waiting until the ruhi comes on
have your machine out and Etet up.
Oil and Twine at bottom prices.
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$10,000 CROFTON FIRE
Big Incendiary Blaze Early
Fri lay Morning.
NEIGHBORHOOD NEWS
Happenings at Lafayette. Cade Elkton. Daw
son and 0:hcr Pennyrife Towns.
A $10,000 fire happened at Crofton Fr •-
day morning.
The big merchandise establishment of
David Bourland, and a warehouse, in
which a large lot of farm iamb merits
were stored, of J E. Croft were con-
sumed together with nearly all of their
contents.
When the fire was discovered the
flames had almost gutted the Bonrland
store, and spread rapidly to the ware-
room.
The citizens turned out en manse and
worked hard, but were unable to save
the buildings'.
Fortunately no wind 'etas blowing,
otherwise several frame residences lo-
cated near the burning stores would
have been destroy«I.
It is be.ieved that the fire was of in-
ciudiary origin.
Mr. Boarland's loss is not less than
$8.500. He has $4,000 insurance with
Higgins & Sen,and $2,800 with Callis &
Wallace.
Mr. Croft's loss is between $1,500 and
$2,000, with no insurance.
I.AF.AYEtTE.
Will Roach, a negro, was brought to
this city fromLafaye tie Thum night by
an officer and lodged in jail. He was
tried for rape in 'Squire Frasher's x-
amining court and held over to circuit
court. It is said that a clear case vi ill
be made against him.
u-sos.
Fred Wilkey was arrested Thursday
at Dawson for alleged assault on a
young girl, whose friends say is bad-
ly iiijured. Aim officer took Wilkey to
Maei,ouville and jeited him, as it is
said there is much excitement at Daw-
son over the genie Wilkey is a highly
respected farmer, and Lis neighbors arm-
loth to believe the black charge against
him.
ST CHARLF.S.
Thomas Wnitford, jr., charged with
infanticide at St. Charles, was released
from jail at Madisonville Friday. The
grand jury investigated the ease, but
returned no indictment.
e
Experience proves the merit of Hood's
Sarsaparilla. It cures all forms of blood
diseases, tones the stomach, builds up
the nerves.
• 
A Day Earlier.
The Hopkinsville Banner has (-hanged
• its day of publication. Hereafter it %ill
Ce0 appear on Thursday, iustead of Friday
as heretofore.
When Nature
..10rh
• Needs assistance it may be best to ren-
der it promptly, but one should mown'
her to use even the most perfect mule-
zik dies only when needed. The best and
13 most simple and gentle remedy is the
Syrup of Figs, manufactured by the
California Fig Syrup Company.
_eerie a
Next Encampment.
The delegates from the State encamp-
ment of the Grand Army of the Repub•
lic at Lexington have returned home
The next encampment will be held at
Owensboro.
BRO.:
rwzmtt
Under the above caption theNew York
Journal a few days ago had the follow.
ing :
Ifhe trustee, we learn on their own
a erity, are merely "capital's last der-
3 opment,” and anybody who objecta
to their activities is a "pestiferous de-
magogue."
Times are looking up for the dema-
goguse He has long been in bad odor
me a person of low criuning,playing upon
the ignorance and passions of the popu-
lace for his own advantage. No ,how-
ever, the seam is to be applied to the
ottitten who problem against the 'pelts-
Odin of the many 1./.y the leagued few;
who objects to the Government leteng
seized by wealth and run as an agency
to increase wealth's illegitimate preffits;
who defends the rights of the publie as
ILagainst thieving private interest.. f to
be that is to be a demagogue (and the
trusts insists upon this definition) the
difference between demagogy and pa-
triotism disappears.
Consulting the same dictionary, we
find that the citizen who knuckles 4um-
bly to the trustee the lawyer who litres
out his brain and tongue to them, the
politician who iu return for his setvice
asks their support, the official wheal be-
comes their lackey—we find th tt all
these are good men, deserving well of
their country. Similarly, the newspa-
per which acts as the attorney,the valet
of predatory wealth, represents the re-
putable, high minded, conservetive
press, whereas the newspaper that
knows a thief when it sees him and lays
the cudgel on his back in the common
interest is an ineeudiary sheet.
The trust dictionary is an useful com-
pilation. Its power to °den the eyes of
the average American to the real char-
acter of the trusts end their method of
(Testing prejudices and forming public
opinion ought to be great. "Demagogue:
One who disapproves of trusts, capitals'
laet:development." is a definition not
only interesting inetsell,but of high poli-
fecal value.
• _ _
Bncklen's Arnica Salve.
The beet salve in the world for cute,
bruises, some, ulcers, Rah rheum, fever
sores, totter, chapped hands, chiblains,
corns and all skin eruptions, and posi-
tively cures piles, or no pay required.
It is guaranteed to give perfect satisfac-
tion or money refunded. Price twenty
five cents per box. For sale by R. 0
Hardwick.
-
Decoration Day.
The Department of Kentucky G. A.
R. has issued an order in conformity
anti the State law. proclaiming Mon-
day, May 31, as the day on which to cel-
ebrate Memorial Decoration Day. The
law is that when a holiday falls on Sun-
day, the succeeding day is the one to be
observed Attention is called to the fact
that it is the duty of each Post to attend
in a Leidy Divine services in some church
on the Sunday proceeding Day, which
will in this ease by Sunday, May 30th.
"Not Exactly Right."
Thousands of people are in this condi-
tion. They are not sick and yet they
are by no means well. A single bottle
of Hood's Sarsaparilla would do them a
world of good. It would tone the stom-
ach, create an appetite, purify and en-
rich the blood and give wonderful vigor
and vitality. Now is the time to take
it.
Hood's pills cure hau,ea, sick head-
ache, indigestion, biliousness. Ail drug-
gists, 25c.
—
rre.
Latest Suits Filed.
Two damage suits, each for $5,000.
were filed in the Circuit Clerk's office
last Friday against Mrs. Martha M.
McGehee. The plantiffs are A. V. To-
ran and his wife, Mrs. Lelia Torian.
Torten alleges that Mrs McGehee false-
ly and maliciously accused him both of
burglary and of stealing her wood and
coal Mrs. Torian claims that she was
wickedly and untruthfully accused by
Mrs. McGehee of stealing some towels.
Martin W. Davis sues the Hopkins-
ville Gate and Lighting company for
4350, alleging that his well has been ren-
dered unfit for use by its water having
become impregnated with the company's
gas.
R. M. Bracy brings snit for $2,000
against T. H. Joiner. The plantiff
claims that he was illegally arrested at
the instance of the defendant.
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The Grandest Remedy,
Mr. R. B. ()reeve, merchant, of Chil-
howie, Va., certifies that he had con-
sumption, was given up to die, sought
all medical treatment that money could
procure, tried all cough remedies he
could hear of, but got no relief; spent
many nights sitting up in a chair: was
induced to try Dr. King's New Discov-
ery, and was cured by use of two bot-
tles. For past three years he hiss beeu
attending to tensile:es, and says Dr.
King's New Discovery is the grandest
remedy ever made, as it has done so
much for him and also for others in hi.
community. Dr. King's New Discov-
ery is guaranteed for coughs, colds and
consumption. It don't faiL Trial bot-
tles' free at R. C. Hardwick's drug
afore.
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MRS. LANGTRY DIVORCED.
(Femme TO NEW IRA]
Lakepert, Cal., May 15 —Emilie
Charlotte Langtry, better known
throughout two hemispheres as the Jer-
sey Lily, has secured a divorce from her
English husband. The decree that
gives her her much sought freedom from
matrimonial fetters was signed by Judge
R. W. Crump yesterday. It was all
done very quietly.
AN ASSIGNMENT.
[SPECIAL TO RIM Eitel
Pineville, Ky , May 15.-12:30 p m.—
The Pineville Coal and Coke Company
filed a el .ed of assignment about noon
to-day. The exact amount involved is
not yet known and cannot be until the
property is disposed of, as most of the
assets are real estate, but it is believed
that the assets will be largely in excess
of the liabilities.
W NEY APPROPRIATED.
!SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Frahe fort, Ky., May 15.—The Ken-
tu-ky Mee passed a bill appropriating
money t rebuild the workshops at the
Eddyvillo prison. A member of the
Eddyviile investigating committee
would report in favor of discontinniug
the Eddy vine branch.
OUTRAGEOUS CONDUCT.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA[
Harm Meurer, Ky., May 14.-11 :50 a.
ne—A gang of turnpike raiders last
night bi rned the laet toll-gate in this,
Mercer, county. The gate le-as right in
sight of town. After destroying the
gate the scoundrels attacked the gate-
keeper's house. The keeper and his
family ran out of the house, and were
captured by the gang and a torch was
placed in the keeper's hand and he was
Lanced to baru his own house and furni-
ture.
VERY CARELESS.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Frankfort, May 14 —Warden Hancock
went on: the witness stand yesterday and
gave lo s side of the scandal in the
Franke rt penitentiary. The Warden's
suinaissiens showed that the State's bus-
iness at the prison is run with a care-
lessness and lack of system that would
bankrupt any private concern.
A SENATOR DEAD.
[SPECIAL TO NEW rise]
Waco, Texas, May 14-10.30 a. m.—
United States S niator Coke died last-
night at his home in this city. The
Senator's death is a source of deep re-
gret to the eietire population of the Lone
Star State, which in honoring him hon-
ored itself.
Select hi mg to I new.
It may be worth something to know
that the very best medicine for restoring
the tired out nervous system to a healthy
vigor is Electric Bitters. This medi-
vele is purely veget stele, acts by giving
tone to the nerve centres in the stomach,
gently stimulates the Liver and Kid-
neys, end nets these organs in throwing
off impurities in the blood. Electric
Bitters improves the appetite, aids di-
gestion, and is pronounced by theism who
have tried it as the very best blood puri-
fier ant nerve tonic. Try it. Sold for
50c or $L00 per bottle at R. C. Hard-
wick's drug store.
A Runaway.
Sun !ay r 'nig on South Main
street a wheel slipped from a buggy in
which Mr. Ben Campbell was riding.
The horse became frightened and ran
off. Mr. Campbell jumped from the
baggy and was painfully bruised. The
buggy o-as considerably damaged.
Sullivan Not Guilty.
Percy B. Sullivan, formerly of Bow-
hug Green, and well-known in this city,
may not be guilty of the offense for
which be is now serving a term in the
penitentiary at Jefft rsonville, Ind. His
attorney, Hon. C. U. McElroy, of Bow-
liug ( ;revel, is in receipt of a telegram
from officers at Evansville, Ind., stating
that two men have been arrested by
them who confessed to the crimes for
which young Sullivan was convicted,
and exonerating him beyond all ques-
tion.
Contort and Knowledge
(Sent Free by Mail )
Set aside for twenty-four hours a bot-
tle or common glass filled with urine. A
sediment or settling indicates an un-
healthy condition of the didneys. When
urine stains linen it is positive evidence
of kidney trouble. Too frequent desire
to urinate or pain in the back, is also
ronviticing proof that the kidneys and
bladder are out of order.
What To Do.
There is comfort in the knowledge so
often expressed, that Dr. Kilmer's
Swamp-Root, the great kidney remedy
fulfill!' every wish in retie ing pain in
the back, kidneys, liver, bladder and
every part of the urinary passages. It
cortexes inability to hold urine and
scalding pain in passing it, or bad effect
following use of liquor, wine or beer
and overcomes that unpleasant necessity
of being compelled to get up many
times daring the night to urinate. The
mild and the extraordinary effect of
Swamp-Root is ROOD realized. It stands
the highest for its wonderful cures of
the moat distressing canes. If you need
a medicine you should have the best
Sold by druggists price fifty cents and
one dollar. For a sample bottle and
pamphlet both sent free by mail, men-
tion New Era and send your full post-
office address to Dr. Kilmer & Co.
Binghamton, N. Y.
' The proprietors of this paper guaran
tee the genuineness of this offer.
TOLD IN A PARAGRAPH
News Items of a Strictly Lo-
cal Nature.
DOINGS EOILED DOWN
Home Happm ngs Correctly Chronic'ed by
the New Era's Cops of Reporters.
The Comnaittee on Bounder:ea at the
District Conference meeting in Russell-
ville reported in favor of a second pas-
toral charge in Hopkinsville, to be
known as Jesup's Avenue. 'I hey also
recommended the organization of Clifty
Mission.
--
Suit for $2,004) damages was filed
Saturday by Owen A. Clark against
'Squire W. B. Brewer. The plaintiff
alleges that owing to the external appli-
cation on his 1 ody and limbs of a pre-
scription improperly compounded by the
defendant, his eyesight is permanently
iejured and that his flesh was painfully
burned Mr. Brewer is editor of the
Pembroke Review, and owns a general
merchandise and drug store at Fairview.
Judge Breathitt began holding
court in Trigg county Monday. The
dockets are ma In up as follows: 9
felonies, 42 misdemeanors, 39 old issues,
150 old equity cases, 14 equity appear-
ances, 5 common law appearances ;total,
256 cases.
— —
Miss Katie McDaniel, Supt. county
Schools, Mr. Divingetone McCartney,
Supt. Public Schools, and Prof. Charles
Dietrich will deliver addresses at the
annual meeting of the Kentucky State
Teachers' Association which occurs in
Bowling Green June 29-July 1. A
large number of Christian county teach-
ers will attend the meeting. Interest-
ing programs, including several good
lectures, have been arranged.
All persons who make subscriptions to
the fund being raised for the purpose of
repairing and making porno necessary
changes at Mercer Park will be preeent-
ed with tickets admitting them to the
park for the purpose of practi jog on
the trivet. No one not owning tickets
will be allowed to use the track.
Memorial day will be observed at
Crofton Monday, May 31 by John V.
Boyd Post G. A. R., with appropriate
exercises. Rev. D. F. Kerr, of Eddy-
vine, and Rev. Dykeman, of Minnesota,
will be the orators. Services will begin
at 11 o'cloek. A large crowd from city
will attend.
"The Major," an organ of the colored
peopleen ad e its first appearance Saturday
morning, sueceeding, but not in any
way connected with the Indieatcr. The
Major is published by A. C. Banks and
S. R. Driver, both colored.
Evangelist Lowry began a pro-
tracted meeting at Pembroke Sauday
Extensive preparations have been made,
and it promises to be the 1 iggest relig-
ious revival ever held in that comuinui-
ty. The following committees have
been appointed :
On Arraegement —W. H. Jernigan,
Joe H. Williams, H. C. Richards and E.
U. Bland.
On Finance —Juo. P. Garnett, Dr. G.
W. Lackey, W. H. Jernigan and Lyman
McCombs.
On Entertainment. —H. C. Richards,
R. Y. Pendleton and Dr G. W. Lackey.
On Music. —C. W. Morrison and Mrs.
J. W. Row.
Ushers were appointed as follows:
R. Y. Pendleton, jr., Dr. W. H Lackey,
J. H. Pendleton, W. H. Jones, Henry
Morris and Harry Smith.
Mr. E. H. Fritz, one of the best tobac-
co growers in this section, Rtill wears
the honors in getting good prices. He
sold Wedneeday in Hopkinsville fire
hogsheads at the following prices; one
at $13 ; three at $11, and one at $10 —
Pembroke Review.
--
Mrs. John Manning, formerly Miss
Stella Moss, of Howell, this comity,
died lest week at her home in
Clarksville from brain trouble. Funeral
services were held yesterday afternoon.
She was twenty-three years old. Her
husband and four-year-old child survive
her.
Mr. Richard L. Moseley, while lead-
ing a horse last week behind a buggy
had the third finger of his right hand
jerked off by the horse stopping sudden-
ly. He had the rope wrapped around
his hand and when the horse stopped,
before he could let loose of the rope, it
had jerked off a finger.—Pembroke Re-
view.
A party was given Friday night at the
residence of Mr. Ed Jones, near Rich
About one hundred young people were
present and everyone had a good time.
+ t
Mr. Charles Prowae, of this city has
been elected Editor-in-chief of "The
Phoenix" College paper *published by
the Cumberland Law School at Leba-
non, Tenn. He is a very talented young
+ + +
Miss Florence Elgin was the pretty
hostess of a party given Friday night at
the home of her parents on North Main
street.
+ + +
Mr. Albert Lander, formerly of this
city, anti now a prominent young busi-
ness man of Dallas, Texas, is visiting re-
latives here. His many friends are giv -
mg him a warm welcome.
ft +
The Hopkinsville boys who have been
compelled for nearly ten months to wor-
ship the college girls at a distance are
having their dress suits pressed for the
several receptions to be given soon by
the graduating classes.
fit
A surprise party, which was an ex-
ceedingly pleasant affair, was given Fri-
day night at the residence of Mr George
Collins, on South Virginia street, in
honor of Miss Hallie Collins.
+ + +
WooLwisa.—Prof. S. S. Woolwine,
one of the foremost educators in the
South and originator of the noted
"Woolwine System" now in use and
giving perfect satisfaction in the Nash-
ville public schools, has signed a con-
tract with the Trustees of South Ken-
tucky College to a88111110 the Presidency
of that institution, eneceeding Elder J.
W. Hardy. He will arrive in the city
to permanently locate some time next
month. The contract is for a term of
five years. The College is to be congra-
tulated on having at its head an instruc-
tor as prominent and successful its Prof.
Woolwine.
+ + +
WsePtee —Concerning the marriage
of Mr. Herbert Roake, recently of this
1111,114 Mira EttInWasi linPuttt, ofTtlsoff
tenthly, Gm Telephone soya; The NlfltHt
of this young temple is the oulniiitetiou
or their reciprocal and oonsteut love,
and although the time of their marriage
was closer at hand than was anticipated
all were not taken uutawares. The bride
is a belovi d member of the M.E.Church,
South, also a constant attendant of the
Sunday school at the church, and the
good wishes of her class mates and hosts
i of other friends go with her, hoping for
all of life's richest blessings. The groom
also is kindly remembered here, being a
fornier resident of Cadiz, but now he is
superintendent of Greenwood Cemetery
near Clarksville, a reesponsiible a it re-
munerative post, in the discharge ed the
duties of which he is winning the gold-
en opinions of tip) community of his
adopted home.
+ + +
"Children's Day'' was observed with
appropriate exercises at the Methodist
Church, Sunday morning, a large.
crowd of both young and old people
being present. The floral decorations
were handsome. The exe rcises were
very interesting.
+ + + •
The Universalist, of this city are
manifesting much interest in the com-
ing Kentucky Universalist Convention,
which will meet in annual session at
the Good Hope Church,. in Hopkins
County, Friday, May 28, and continue
in session three days. The Rev, C. F.
Dykema'', of Minnesota, who is now
preacLing for the Hopkinsville church,
will participate in the exercises. Of-
ficers will be elected and business of im-
portance will be transacted.
+ • t
Rt. Rev, Thomas U. Dudley, accom-
panied by Arch Deacon M. N. Benton,
has arrived in Paducah from Fulton,
says the News. The bishop has been
visiting this portion of the diocese, and
must be highly gratified at the signs of
prosperity in the church at all the
points he visited. Tne Episcopal church
I8 growing throughout all of Southwest-
ern Kentucky, even rapidly, though
solidly. The reports at this convocation
last week indicated a meet satisfactory
condition. The different unseions are
moving toward bni:ding churches and
rectories, and new members are being
added.
t + +
The missionary lecture at the Chris-
tian church Sunday was a seccess in
every respect, and the Eudeavorers of
the Local Union are to he eougratulated
upon it. A large audience crowded the
auditorium of the church and tic eerded
the speaker the closest attention.
Dr. Resoles fully demoustratad his
ability as an enthusiastic missionary
lecturer, showing a wide knowledge of
the work and a consecrated interest iii
it. He is a forceful, logical speaker,
presenting facts in an attractive way.
So pleased was the audience with his
he ttum that he is assured of a royal
welcome by large crowds if he ever re-
turns to our city.
The increased missionary interest in
our midst evidences the Success of the
euterprise of the Eadearorers.
+ + +
Sunday was observed as anniver-
sary day by the Epworth League of the
M. E. Church throughout the entire
world.
Eight year, ago the Epworth League
was organized in Old Central church,
Cleveland, O.. and it now has 17,500
senior and 5,600 junior chapters, with
an aggregate membership of 1,600,000.
These figures do not include the League
of the M. E. Church, South, which, if
added, would put the total number in
this country above 2,250,000. Anniver-
sary day is a great day in the history of
tee organization, and is always ob-
served by the chapters with appropriate
exercises,
fit
The Christian Church, to every 10,000
members, has; 4.9 of students in the
clerical schools.
The Lutherans have over seven theo-
logical students in the seminaries to
every 10,000 members.
To every 10,000 Episcopalians there
are eight theological students in the
seminaries.
According to census statistics, the
Presbyteriaes have 10 8 to every 10,000
members.
The Disciples of Christ and Christians
have 360 stadeuts in their theological
seminaries.
To every 10,000 Baptists there are
three young men in training for the
clerical profession.
+ + t
The Baptists of Kentucky will meet
in the sixtieth annual session of their
General Association int Georgetown,
Ky., Saturday morning, Jane JO, at 10
o'clock. The annuli sermon will be
preached at night by the Rev. E. V.
13aldy, of Bowling Green, The Ken-
tucky Beptist ministers' meeting, of
which the Rev. Dr. Joseph M. Weaver,
of Louisville, is President, will meet
Thursday morning at 10 o'clock, June
16, in the First Baptist Church, George-
town. Ky. Mn. Mason W. Sherrill, of
Louisville, is the only one living who
was a no-tuber of the General Atesoci-
alien when it organized sixty rears ago.
Although in feeble health, he will prob-
ably attend this session.
Bent to the Cextennial.
By invitation the Hopkinsvele Public
Sehools have sent specimens of the pu-
pils' work to the Te unessee Centennial.
The work sheen roesist„e of exercises in
dravvis g and geeerepny. It. will be
placed in tee gellery of Commerce
Building. where Hopkiueville people
can find it when they visit the Centen-
nial.
A Good Season.
A good tobacco season prevails
throughout this district, arid many
farmers are putting out early plants.
Engage Room..
Mr. and Mrs. J H. Kugler and SOD
have engaged room and board at the
Phelps residence, on South Main Street
Went Into Effect.
The new L. & N. time card went into
effect Sunday. The changes are limed
in another part of this issue of the Nsw
ERA.
Medical society.
The Christian County Medical Socie-
ty met Monday at tele office of Dr.
Frank Stites. Nothing of general in-
terest wan done.
•rr.
Bell's the Winner.
There's a State Senator to elect in
Hopkins and Oihristian counties next
November. Crumbarigh beat Belt, but
he can't do it again, remarks the Madi-
sonville Hustler.
•
es • - --
A Small Blase.
A cabin on Mr. Lang Bell's Wet lot,
Liberty street, caught fire from a de-
fective flue Monday. The fire de-
partment arrived promptly and extin-
guished the flames before much dam-
age was done.
Handsomely Renovated.
Mr. G. B Underwood has had his
residence on South Virginia Street new-
ly painted and many improvements
I have been added to, the grounds and
building, in consequence of which the
beauty of that part of the street has
been greatly enhanced.
MARRIED MONDAY.
Mr. Will Hancoclk and Miss
Carr Joined.
SOCIETY ON QUI VIVE.
The Romantic Love Aflan Of a Teacher sad
His Pupil.
As anticipated by th4 New Efts, Mr.
Will M. Hancock, of tide city, and Miss
Myrtle Carr, of Mayfiled, were joined
in the holy bonds of wefilock, this after-
noon, at the home of the bride. The
ceremony was perform-timid at two o'clock
in the presence of a ;netted number of
relatives and friends. :
Mr. and Mrs. Hanfock returned to
this city Monday nigbit over the 0. V.
Tarlroad and took rooms at Mrs.
Clarence Blakemore's South Main
The marriage it not si surprire to the
close acquaintances of the young couple,
although very few pee-sons knew that
the date had been seletited for the nup-
tials. The bride hasIbeen a frequent
visitor to Hopkinsvill4 friends and it
wee here that Mr. Liancock met her.
They became fast fieends and their
friendship soon ripened into love.
The bride is a strihingly handsome
brunette. She is a charming conver-
tionalist and lovable hi disposition. Mr
Hancock is a young 6ato of sterling
worth. He is engaged in the tobacco
business. He is intelligent and genial.
The many friends of the couple wish
them all possible prositerity and happi-
ness.
—o—
A rntty home wedding took
place at the bride's *me near South
Union, Tuesday night, the COD-
trailing parties being Miss Nellie Lock
hart and Mr. F. J. Mi hell, of HoPkins-
%elle. There is some I ttle romance con-
nected with it which makes it all tin
more enjoyable. Souse six years age
Mr. Mitchell was a gtaduate of Ogden;
College in Bowling Gteen, and came te
Rockfield, or near there, and taught
school. His wife-to-4 was then a little
girl in short skirts, hitt then and there
begun their little store. As time worn'
on and she passed frdm girlhood into
womanhood, the love she had for her
teacher grew more aed more until it
was not the love of a pupil, but the real
love of a young lady for her sweet-
heart. Mr. Mitchell is a prominent
furniture dealer in elopkinsville, and
the young couple will combine pleasure
and business, and take It trip down the
river to Evansville, *here he goes to
buy a stock of goods We join with
friends in wishing them a happy life,
and trust that all along the rugged path
way of life, there will always be mon
or less a pleasant rOmance.—Auburn
News.
NINE ARE UHERE.
A full line of Mr+onnick binders,
mower, twine and repiairs can be had at
the old stand of Winfree Bros., & Co.
MATi CAYCE & Co.
w6t Hepkinsville, Ky.
The Secondl Stroke.
Dr. John Bell, the *ell-known physi-
cian, of Bell, sustained &second stroke
of paralysis last week. He is rapidity
recovering from the erects of the stroke
His legion of friends and admirers hop*
his recovery may be pPrmanent.
Charles J. ttunean.
Mr. Charles J. Duncan, recently of
Nashville, Tenn., where he conducted a
successful brokerage business, now has
charge of the Merchants and Traders'
Exchange, on Ninth etreet, back of the
Phoenix hotel. His knowledge of the
bnsiness is thorough .and results from
many years of practice] experience. He
invites the public to chi] on him and as-
sures everyone of cohrteous treatment
and efficient service! Stocks, bonds,
cotton, grain and previsions are dealt
in on margins or for cesh. Mail orders
are promptly attend i to. There are
private wires in the office to all princi-
pal points. The long- istance telephone
number is 144. Mr. Duncan keeps al-
ways on hand moneet to meet all liabil-
ities.
—44110, • -1111.--
Call for ChriStianCoun-
ty Bonds.
All bonds outstanding against Ohm-is-
and which said
1, 1e67, and due
1897, are hereby
and concellation
and all interest on seine will be stopped
and discontinued on and rater the said
1st day of July 1897. I Holders and own-
ers of said bonds are
ed to present said ho
of Hopkinsville, Ky
the said let day of J
order of the Christ
Court, this the 10th
tian county, Kentuck
bonds are of date Jul
and payable July 1st
called in for paymen
Commissioners:
rdered and direct-
d to theCityBank,
for payment OD
y 197. Done by
n County Fiscal
ay of April, 1897.
no. W. Breathitt,
ieo. H. Meyers,
homes el Barker,
tho H. Anderson.
day e f January an
principle and inter
City Bank, in the ci
Ky. These bonds a
of an order of the F
tele county. Keutu
6, 1897. under auth
General Assembly of the Common-
wealth t f Kentucky, dated August 16,
1892, and being 'faction 1852 of the
Kentucky Stat
Sealed proposals
12 o'clock m., May
flee 9f the County
county, Hopkiusvil
purchase in whole
aforesaid bonds.
Proposals must be sealed and address-
ed to -'Bond Comniiasioners of Chris-
tian County, County Judge's office,
Hopkinsville, Keneucky, and marked
"Proposals for Boni's."
The Commissioners reserve the right
to reject any or all bids, or to accept any
bid made for any pert of the total num-
ber of bonds propeged to be purchased
by any bidder. I
No proposal will be eonediered umiless
accompanied by a certified check for
two and out' half 12) per cent, of the
face value of the w ole number of bonds feet of 
Lightning Hot Drops. and r hen
pioposed to be pu hased by the bidder. you have once 
used it you wel he (sere,.
Checks will be re tamed to the titanic- isame opin
ion. Lightning Het Drops
ceesful bidders. 1, sr • made by 
the Herb letweetee Ott.
The bonds will e ready for delivery Springfield, 0 
, and DO hope- t eirtlifist
ill Hopkinsville, entwcky, June 30th, will try 
to sell you semi teing odes.
1e97. Notice the 
iniprine, Herb kt.d Ca,
Bond 
JCOIN W. BRE ATHITT Springfield, 0., on each 
bottle and ewes
Geo. H. elegies be persuaded to take soniettlea
 elea'fne
, Commissioners: 1 Thomas N BARKF.R It is 
not as good as Ligl tIting• uog
UTOU H. ANDERSON Drops. For sale by R. C. Hardwick.
Treeltet Saamliailsa,
The 011111111144011 of applicants fnt
oily teacher. orrlifieatet will be held IR
the Clay street who()) building, to0111
No. on Friday and Saturday, Juue 4
and 5. All who wish to take this ex-
amination must be present at 8:30 on
Friday morning.
When bilious or costive, eat a Cases-
ret candy cathartic, cure guaranteed,
10c, 25c.
Dr. Crawford Dead.
The Rev. John W. Crawford, D. D.
formerly pastor of the First Presbyter-
ian church of this city, died Thursday
morning, May 13, at his residenoe in
Monett, Mo. Funeral services were
held on the following day by the Rev.
W. C. Templeton.
Cascarete stimulate liver, kidneys and
bowels. Never sicken, weaken or gripe
10o.
EXCITEMENT AT THE GRAVE.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Waco. May 17.—The obsequies of the
late Senator Richard Coke was solemzs.
and impressive in the extreme. The
pall-bearers were of the most distin-
guished men of Texas. A said multi-
tude of people were present from differ-
ent parts of the State.
At the grave, just as the casket was
being lowered into the grave, a bolt of
lightning struck a tree near by, knock-
ing ex-Gov. R. B. Hubbard, one of the
pall-bearers, to his knees, shocking ex-
Gov. Roes and a number of others se-
verely A number of teams ran away
and there came near being a tragedy to
end the sad occasion.
,Cascarete stimulate liver, kidneys and
bowels. Never sicken, weaken or gripe.
10c.
A MISTAKE.
(SPECIAL TO NEW ZRA]
Washington, May 17.-2 :50.—The re-
port that ex-Senator Blackburn "com-
a!" ex-Secretary Carlisle turns out to
be untrue, but he did refuse to shake
hands with Carlisle when the latter ex-
tended his hand. He also refused to
shake hands with Senator Lindsay, r -
girding them both as traitors to the
Democratic party—as he told them both.
When Carlisle extended his hand to
shake, Blackburn simply glared at him
with a sneer on his face and aftsr tell-
ing him he was a traitor, passed on.
Everybody Say Sc.
Cascarets Candy Cathartic, the most
wonderful medical discovery of the age,
pleasant and refreshing to the taste, act
gent17 and positively on kidneys, beer
and bowels, cleansing the entire system,
dispel colds, cure headache, fever, hab-
itual constipation and biliouanema.
Please buy and tr) a box of C. C. C to
day; 10, 2.5, frO cents. Sold and gnaran
teed to cure by all druggists.
Case of Incendlarisza.
The general merchandise store of R.
N. Bryant, near Lafayette, together
with entire contents, was destroyed by
tire one night last week. The loss was
about $500, with DO insurance. Mr.
Bryant was absent from home. The
building was evidently set on fire, bat
the incendiary left no clew.
•
Your Intelligence.
Your intelligence is questioned by the
druggist who tries to influence you to
let him bottle anything for you when
you ask for Dr. Bell's Pine Tar Honey.
No druggist can put this up for you—he
cannot put up anything like it—it is not
to be had in bulk—it I. to be had only in
Dc., b0c and di bottles. There is noth-
ing "just as good" as Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar
Honey. Avoid those substitutes with
similar sounding names. When you
buy Dr. Bell's Pine Tar Honey see that
the bottle has never been opened and
that it bears the picture and testimony
of "Good Old Granny Metcalfe," and
the name of the E. E. Sutherland Medi-
cine company, Fountain Park, Paducah
Ky.
It seems that the correspondents did
most of the heavy fighting in Thessaly.
Notwithstanding the fact that the
Greeks made the more runs they *lost
the game.
Tennessee has more things than her
Centennial Exposition to be proud of.
Tyhoou II , was born on Tennessee soil.
Alger is evidentlly trying to "do up"
the Administration, or he would not
have had anything to do with Hunting-
ton.
If the powers are to spend the time Is
debate it is hard to tell when the tarsal-
nation of the war will be submitted toe.
tine] vote.
Certain army officers have applied for
leave to visit Cuba. It is to be hoped
that they are not going down there to
take lemons from Weyler.
The "Bachelor" in the New York
Preas, says that "the picture about Ito Is
babies being brought to earth by angels
are always pairited by men."
With the chinch bug, the Hessian fly
and the tobacco worm in the field, in
Kentucky, it looks as thong)) the farm-
ers will have to cell upon the powers to
intervene.
-11•11:1111112=1111I
THE PRICE IS LOW
And the Results Satisf .etury
It Only Costs 25e.
Sale of Christian Coun-
ty Bands.
OFFICE OF COUN Y JUDGE.
HOPKINSVILLE, KE "11:CHT, April 9th,
1.97,
jFOR SALE—$1 .000 of Christian
county, Kentucky, e (5) per cent, re-
funding bonds, da - July 1st, 1S97,and
running for a period of thirty (30) years
with the right r ed to the sartiChris-
den county to redeena the said bonds,
or any of them, at aeftime after 5 years
from and after theit date—said bonds
and the interest theneon to be payable
ill the lawful money of the le n itNiStates
of America. Said bonds are of the de-
nomination of $1.00(' each, bearing in-
terest at the rate of $ per cent, per an-
num, payable semi- neinally,on the first
July emelt year;
st payable at the
y of Hopkiusville,
e issued by virtue
seal Court of Chiefl-
y, approved April
ity of an art of the
ill be received until
8th, 1e97, at the ()f-
udge of Christian
, Kentucky, for the
e in part of the
Sister. you wouldn't hesitate a second
to pay 2ic for just one &ere of a medi-
cine that would give you instant relief
when suffering intense pain, would you?
Now, Lightning Hot Drot s; will moss
positively cure al forms of stomach and
bowel trouble. dierrhoes. cholera mew-
bus, flax, cramp colic, wind on the
steeuach, indigestion, iefeentile
eta' , and only costs 25c a bottle, over 30
dollen. Lightning Hot Drops cur,. per-
manently and quickly anti leaves no bad
effects. You will be surprised to find
out how quickly relief conees after it.. use
Lightning Hot Drops will relieve any
kiwi of a pain, exterrnal or internal. It
is convenient to have on hand all the
time, for you can't tell bow worm an ob-
eli:lent will happen. One bottle of
Lightning Hot Drops is better in the
house than a cup-board full of paregoric.
Bateman's drops. plasters, -Tamales gin-
ger, campphor pills and lifernehte. It
does the work of them all combined,
end only costs '25c a bottle. Wonderful
wonderful, are the virtues of this great
universal remedy You take no chances
in buying it either, for if you feel tie
benefit after using it as directed your
druggist will give you your money back.
You see it costs nothing to try it it is
cheaper to buy the We bottle as it con-
tains 212 times rue much as the 250 eerie
If you don't need ii to-day get a beetle
anyway and have it on hand in (10110
something happens. Not one !else
statement has been made nor an exa -
rated account given of the jreat
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I Gen. Hartleon on a bicycle is nue of THE LATESTTHE NEW ERA. the eterthug new spectacles t at ludi-
 tan spoils bas to effer summer so enters.
lity Era frinting &Ptiblish'gCol Sertater Hale of Maine is fhrtunate 
i
RUETER ittOOD Preside,d
-.PUBLISHED tit-
OFFICE
BY
i enough to get the carpets for his new • 
Bio- Fire at Clarksvillehouse before the Dingley bill i a law. I to)
- 1 ,
s rera Building. Seventh N erY many Republican patrio will buy Morning.
,:o. Ilopkinsville, Ky. I freely before this monstrosity kes ef-
 
fect.
$ 00 A YEAR.
Illseeived the poittoffice in ilopkInsville
isisomati-elaas mall matter.
Friday, May 21, 1897.
- ADVERTISING RATES:-
One incu, first iii:wrtion  $ I 50
One inch, one month.  te
One inch, three months  6 Oa
One inoh, six ntouths  900
One inch, one year  MOO
Additional rates may be had by applica-
tion at the office.
Transient advertising must be paid for in
advance.
Charges for yearly advertisementa will be
collected quarterly.
All advert inserted without
time a Ill be charged for until ordered
Out.
Announcements of Marriages and Deathe.
not exceeding five lines, and notices of
pr..aching published gratis.
Obituary Notices. Resolutions of Respect.
And other similar notice*, e cents per line.
- CLUBBING RATES:-
The WISELY Naw E KA and the following
paper one year:
Weekly Clucincinnatl Enquirer. 
Weekly St. Louis Republic
Semi-Weekly Olobe-Democrat 
Weekly Nashville Sun 
Home and Farm 
$1 36
1 7'
1 75
1 75
115
cowry DIRECTORY.
OUICITIT COURT-First Monday in June
and fourth Monday in February and Sep-
tember.
QUARTERLY COURT-Second Mondays
in January. April. July and October.
Fisese Cocirr-First Tuesday in April
and October.
°own' COURT-First Monday in every
month.
- -
Sentheru who° Republicans ivvant of-
fices WI much as do Northern
publicans. Yet when there i
to be appointed, it is a Souther
heart who has to step aside to
plaee.
_
Senator Elkins' deelaration tat wagt s
in America are too high for a rtyvivitl of
business comes naturally froth such a
statesman. If the responsibilitfr for dull
times can be placed upon labfr it will
greatly'relieve our financiers.1 All Paris is now listening to he gaudy
ties that M. Gowdy, our bucolic Minis-
ter, is wearing. A Hoosier thrnier as
United Suttee Minister to France moet
be a great sight. The presen adminis-
tration, is costing Uncle Stw pretty
dearly.
Senator Allen thinks that he "com-
mercial spirit" has been too kionilnaut
in our treatment of Cuba. H seems to
believe that unless. the so-called "busi-
ness interests" are choked off they will
choke everything else off. T14e Senator
is evidently on the ragged e go of an-
archism.
ite Re-
a negro
Repub.
ire hint
LANGUAGE CHRIST SPOKE.
Heretofore there has always been
much discussion in the literary world
as to what language Christ spoke. but
the Chicago Tribune has at last settled
the mattter, as will be seen from the
following clipped from its columns:
"Ars. Agnes Smith Lewis, the Ori-
ental echolar, who not long ago discov-
er u incient Syriac text of the four
• .aa monastery at Mount Sinai
se • e:dated it, contributes an article
December -Century" in which
...-eueses the question, "What Lan-
, ere Did Christ Speak?" While many
scholars believe he spoke Greek, because
three of the four gospels are supposed
to have been written in that language,
others believe he spoke a Semitic tongue.
probably Aramaic, which was at that
time the vernacular of Palestine, and
with this belief Mrs. Lewis sympathizes,
eIn the course of this discussion Mrs.
Lewis brings out muiy points of inter-
est. Syriac, or Christian Aramaic, was
the first language into which the New
Testament o as translated, Aramaic not
b lug a corrupt form of Hebrew, as
many suppose, but a distinct language.
Again, Hebrew had ceased to be the
language of the common people before
Christ's advent. The rabbis spoke to
the common people in Aramaic, all the
documents pertaining to law and busi-
ness were written in that language, and
even some of the prayers of the syna-
gogue were translated into it. The
weight of evidence favors the theory
that Paul used the language in writing
to the Romans, or at least thought it,
and that the most interesting of our
Lord's dieconrses were delivered in it.
One of the most inalortant of Mrs.
Lewis' arguments is contained in the
following illustration of her subject:
"We have, first of all, the various
Aramaic phrases actually embodied in
the Greek text as having been uttered
by our Lord, such as ephphatha he
opened), talitha, cumi (maiden, arise),
where the word cumi might be Hebrew
or Syriac or Arabic. And the last de-
spairing cry of our Lord on the cross,
Eloi, Eloi, lama sabachthani? is not
translated in the Sinaitic palimpsest,
for the good reason that it is a natural
part of the Syriac text.
"Take next the names of persons and
pl ices in the New Testament. The
!Syriac word for son is bar, and so we
tse Bartholomew, Barabbas, Bar-
J'et', Bar-Jona, Barnabase Bar-Tima-
MP, Had Hebrew been the spoken
tongue, these names would have run
Bentholomew, Ben-Jesus, etc. We
have also cepha (a stone, feminine gen-
der). Boanerges-i. e., Beni-rosraz (sons
of thunder), Sapphire (the beautiful),
Thome (the twin), Martha (the mis-
true), Tabitha (the gazelle), Bethsaida
(house of fishing). Nazareth (watch,.
Gethsemane (an oil preset, Golgotha
(place of a skull), Aceldama the field
of blood). It may as well be explained
te it the final syllable of most of these
names, a, is a distinctive Syriac term-
ination. The words mammon (Matt.
vi., 24), and race (Matt. v., '231 and
abbe are Syriac also.
Mrs. Lewis cites many other con-
vincing indications that Christ spoke in
Syriac or Aramaic, the most of which
are too technical for use in this connec-
tion. She has poured a flood of light
upon a most abstruse subject with the
aid of her recent important discoveries
-abstruse, first, for the mysterious rea-
son, which probably no one will ever
explain, that Christ did not set down a
single line in writing of his doctrines
or teachings; and, second, because no
one took down those teachings, they
having been written in their present
form from memory years after his as-
cension. The discussion of this vies-
Pon will engage the attention of echo!.
as. and many interesting contributions
to the literature of the subject may be
expected, especially from the new point
of view introduced by Mrs. Lewis."
Mayor Carter Harrison, of Chicago,
sets forth in its proper light an inalien-
able right of the people, when be de-
clares that "the defeat of the Humph-
rey street-railway bill leaves the exten-
sion of the traction companies' fran-
chises where it properly belongs, in the
hands of the innnicipal authorities. The
nest step should be to bring the exten-
sion of the franchises before the civic
authorities, where, if they appear with
clean hands, offering the municlpality
adequate compensatinn, the companies
will receive jut treatment " That is
the point to be insisted on in all Ruch
contracts- f the street-car companies
come with clean hands and offer to the
public an honest quid pro quo, cheap
fares and good service. The privileges
asked by the Alain-Street line should be
sized up, when a contract is entered in-
to, by the principle thus enunciated by
Mayor Harrison. says the St. Louis
Post-Lisputch.
There is a great dial of feeling in Ar-
kansas over the action of the Legialatuee
in defeating the Railroad Commission
bill. '1 he eople are greatly diaapw.int-
ed, as the passage of such a bill has been
fatly exported as an answer to many,
complanos of nohow' it justice. It if
no greet wonder that one of the railroad
statesmen pulled his pistol, as they have
all been denounced.
There is more catarrh in this section
of the country than ail other diseuts
put together, and until the last few
year. wu supposed to be incurable For
• great many years &ethos pronounce('
II a kcal disease, and prearnbed local
remedial, and by constautly to
rare with local treatment, pronounced
It ',neer seta. 4•• IOW proven Ca-
Starr 'o 'od t • : , emu al disease, and
ther-f ,r, treat•
me, • • truth Cure, meantime
f Ire! le I Cheuey & Co , Toledo, Ohio,
. y oonatitutional Curs on the
nitrs-.` It is taken internally in doer,
trope to a teaspoonfui. harts
(Dr- 'y on the blood and mucous sur•
fat es the system. They offer one hun-
dred dollars for any case it fails to cure.
S,Ind for circulars and testunonials. Ad-
dress F. J. CHENEY & O.,
Toledo, Ohio.
Sold Ito druggist., 75o.
lialra family Pak are ale beat.
A Washington correspond t writes
that Cleveland's dread of assitennation
daring his last term amoueted to a
imania, which accounted for is rarely
going outside if the White ouse and
also for the strong police forcla which it
was necessary to penetrate in order to
see him. ,
The tobacco trust's snrplusi last year
-v--
wae $8,600,000. It has now dWindled to
$5,e84,000. What else could 1e expect-
ed when the trust manage4s in their
mad desire to break down all bpposisioii
virtually give away their pro4uct and a
prize to each plug eater for accepting
the gift? But how do the ettckholdere
tike the situation?
- 
Ex-Congressman S. R. Matery, who
has been elected by the Florida Legis-
lature to till the vacancy in the Senate
from the State, Which has ext sted since
March 4th, is well-known in Washing-
ton as a good fellow and a trend Demo-
crat. He will be cordially w1lcorned by
his Democratic colleagues ahd he will
add one more vote to the silvtr majori-
ty already existing in the Seniate.
* --- I
The Sultan stands ilat•fboted and
calls for a war indemnity of ten million
pounds sterling. The European pow-
ers are amazed. But the whole world
has been in a state of amazement at the
Turks doings for a long time. The
next thing we may hear front him may
be a demand for some European Prin-
cess in marriage. That wleuld raise
English, German and Russian dander
to the point of overflow, (flys the Ev-
ansville Courier.
MOB AT MORCANFIELD.
Block Elsrned at Melidias How Base Ball
The second tariff comparIive state-
ment, prepared by Treasury fficials for
the Republicans of the Senate Finance
Committee, is a little bettei than the
first one, but it is full of innecaracies,
and the charge has been made that the
sugar schedule hat, been purPotiely mix-
ed up. The Democrats will Ile prepared
to point out the Lathiest; of he bill, as
well as the errors of the cromparative
statement by the 24th inst, to which
date the opening of the debate was vol-
untarily postponed by the Rhpublicans
The Cincinnati Times-Starisays : "A
Boston paper has found a man who pre-
dicts that the dry is coming *hen time
and space will be practically annihilat-
ed and all the human races grill live to-
gether on this little earth &aline f. !et
This may be‘true. The ind are
all favorable. But it will Istil be a
boisterous and unhappy fanjiiy until a
treaty of amity shall havt been con-
cluded between the lion au the lamb,
the sword beaten into the k)low-share
and the concealed weapon banished per-
manently from Texas and entucky."
Senator Deboe• of Kentuelty. seems
to be really grateful to Dr. Bunter for
having given away for him and then
helped him to get elected to the Senate.
Knowing that Dr. Hunter's dontest for
a seat in the House had nothing more
substantial to stand upon than the par-
tisanship of a majority of the House,
Mr. Deboe has secured the pOomise of a
good appointment for Hunter from Mr
McKinley, and still further t show his
gratitude, he worked the Kentucky
contingent of Republican ofilee-holders
and would-be office-holders or contri
butions to the extent of $940 jurd invest-
ed the money in two diamoad studded
watches which were duly pdesented to
Dr. Hunter and wife. Of (*nurse it is
nobody's business if some of the con-
tributors to the watch fund sge a little
behind with their beard bills. They
have helped Deboe pay a part of his
debt of gratitude.
In speaking of Butterworth for Com-
missioner of Pensions the Evansville
Courier says: "Those who remember
when McKinley and Butteralorth were
members of the Ohio delegation in Con-
gress can not help wonderiII g at the
ca prices of fortune that mad one Presi-
dent and placed the otter id the com•
paratively humble position or Commis-
sioner of Pensions. Intellectnally But-
terworth was considered lunch the
stronger man in those days, blut he lack-
ed the suaviter in modo so nenessary to
the successful politician. H1 could not
smile to order or manifest inthnse inter-
est in anybody's sore toe just for policy's
sake. McKinley got ou fast4r because
he could do these things. Thn two men
were as friendly as the diflierence of
their fiber would permit and u the of-
fice of Commissioner of Penshons is a
very important one and as
tervi-orth is hot an ambitious
perhaps satisfied, and, so, b
Is McKinley."
New York has two new
laves. On provides a penalty
fine and imprisonment for on
ajor But
man he ie
the way,
anti-trust
of $5,000
year for
any penons, or corporation by its of-
ficers and directors, to ente into any1
agreement, contract or arran ement to
create or maintain a monoretly or pre-
vent or restrain competition in the
manufacture or sale of anya article in
common use. Another law cfneele and
appeals the charters of all tompanies
that restrain trade or prevent competi-
tion in the necusarien of life. It re-
quires all corporations doing linsiuees in
the State, except banks and railroads,
to make detailed annual repot of their
liabilities, assets, e ., under
oath, with a heavy penalty for neglect.
In addition to such penalty, alfsilore to
wake a report will render e ery indi-
vidual director persomely li le for all
the debts of the cortoratiott. It has
been a good yeiu for anti -trait legisla-
tion. The battle against coribinatioes
to prevent competition shoull be kept
up all over the country.
• - -- -
How much business rail 11 man do
whou system is in estate of disorder?
Heiseiarhe is only a symptom, It is hot
a (hesitate The pain In the tend Is the
.1 ng n
 
of reborn/in 'liters Ire boon
m istaken in diet and other eh et
Ur. Pieree'i Pleeiant Peilite ate a
gentle, I fTective renovator ow Itivittera•
tor of atouinete liver nett bowl] I. They
assist nature without threatening to
tear the body piereout al. 'I h -re ere no
griping pains, no nausea. ().i is ii lax•
stiveA book of 10tes pages. prefu4ily tilos-
trated, wrists. by Dr R. . Pierce,
called "The People's Conin4nn Seuee
Method Adeto-r," will to seu4 free
 for
21 On -t:onit to cover c.o4s of nettl-
ing only. Wsirli Di• p-'nar Medical
Asso +tilos. No. 662 Main Str4et, Buffs.
to. N. Y.
Clubs Stand.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Clarksville, May 2-11:30 a. m.-No-
len Brothers' tobacco factory was de-
stroyt d by fire this morning.
Sixty thousand pounds of tobacco
were consumed by the flames.
The loss is frilly $8,000.
BiG BLOeK BURNED:
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Meridian, Miss., May 20 -2:30 p. 171.
-The Southern hotel block was burned
to the ground this morning.
Loss, $200,000.
It was one of the handsomest build-
togs in the city.
MAY BE LYNCHED.
[SPECIAL TO NEW tuts]
Morganfield, Ky., May 20-1:45 p.
-John Carpenter, the black brute who
is charged with outraging and murder-
ing a girl near Evansville, is being tried
in the Circuit Court here.
It is said that a mob has been formed
to lynch him in case it is proved that he
is guilty.
BASE BALL,
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Louisville, Ky., May 17.-The games
played in the National League yester-
day resulted as follows:
Baltimore . ......... • • • • 3
Louisville 
('incinnati 
Philadelphia 
Pittsburg    11
New York 
Boston 
Chicago 
St. Louis  
7
6
Brooklyn 
Cleveland 
Washington • •••• .....
ST..NDINO OF THE CU-RW.1: L.
Baltimore  19 3
Cinciunati   16 7
Pittsburg  .13 7
Philadelphia  13 9
Boston •   12 9
Cleveland .12 10
Louisville 
0
Broeklym  9 12
New York  7 11
Chicago ..... 6 16
Washington 5 15
St. Louis   5 17
SCHEDULE FOR TO-DAY-
Brooklyn at Louisville.
Washington at Chicitgo.
New York at Cleveland.
Phiadelphie at Pi'teburgh.
Baltimore at Cincinnati
Boston at St. Louis.
P.O.
.864
.696
.650
.691
.571
.524
.474
.419
.389
.27a
.250
.227
SINCLAIR ESCAPES.
[SPECIAL 'Ill NEW ERA!
Frankfort, Ky . May 19.-2 :45 p.m -
Sinclair, the convict toot-keeper v
assisted in the sensational lumber s: a!,
made his escare this morning.
TO FIRE HAPPY.
SPECIAL TO NEW ERA.
Frankfort, Ky., May 1i) -12 m -The
Eddyville Prison Ira-. st ige tint' Commit-
tee made their report leis morning,
recommending that Warden Happy b3
immediately discharged.
It was also recommended that tl.e
prison be continued in operation.
It is stated in the report that convicts
were allowed to go out on the streets
with lewd women, and many other
such charges, brought out by the Sen-
ate committee now investigating the
Frankfort prison, are made.
BURNED BY TRAMPS.
[SPECIAL TO NRW ERA]
Monticello, Ky., May 19.--Tom Bid-
dies' house, near this city, was set on
fire by tramps last night.
Biddies' wife and three children were
badly and perhaps fatally burned.
THE BRIDE SUDDENLY BROKE OUT
M,asles Interrupted the Honey-Moon
of Mr. and Mrs. Hancock.
In mentioning the marriage of Mr.
Will Hancock, of this city, and /ili-s
Myrtle Carr, of Mayfield, the Mirror
says:
't'he bride is a daughter of Mrs. Cassie
Carr, and all of her friends here will
sincerely regret that the course of mat-
rimonial affairs will require her to live
in llopkinsville. The groom is a fine
looking tobacco brayer of Hopkinoritle,
and a man of means. The flash of
youth still adorns Loth and they both
were requ:red to pre-twist certificates
from their parents tofere the license
was issued.
Ihey expected to leave for Hopkins-
ville yesterday, but the bride took the
measles and the groom went alone to
return to-morrow.
DEATH BETTZII, THAN HAIM TIMES
Discouraged Over Proep,cts. a Ceru-
lean Palmer Suicides.
W. Terry King, a middle-aged man
stopping at the Bank hotel, Priuceton.
committed suicide Monday night by
taking morphine. King lives in Trigg
"panty, near Cerulean Springs, and 18 a
brother of Warren King, of W'allouia.
He went to Princeton yesterday could-
ernbly under the influence of liquor and
retired about 8 o'clock. He did not
make his appearance at breakfast the
next morning, and upon investigation
he was found dead.
This was his second attempt to com-
mit suicide. He left a note telling
where his horse and buggy could be
found, and requested his mother to bury
him this evening.
King was very despondent yesterday
and told a friend that he was greatly
discouraged over future prospects, as he
had been compelled to sell nis crop for
much less than it cost to produce it,
and that there was nothing in life
worth living for. He made no intima-
tion at the time of any intention to
commit suicide.
  --see
Two Wedding..
Mr. 0. P. Tucker and Miss Myrtle E
Stokes, both of the Elmo neighborhood,
were married at three o'clock Wednes•
(lay afternoon by Rev. Ligon, of Tren-
ton.
Mr. J. C. (leant awl Miss V. A
Adams %Vern married at seven o'clock
Wednesday evening at the home of the
bride near Crofton.
Good Citizen Gone.
Mr. George Conway, a prosperous and
highly esteemed citizen, died Tuesday
at his horn° six miler from this city out
the Butler road, from ills incident to
old age. He was seventy-nine years
old. Funeral services were held Wed'y.
morning at the late residence. The de-
cured lease. a large familly,
.5
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FacThis Honest Methods Approved ts of
k The Free Distribution of Dr.
Hobbs Sparagus Kidney
Pills from the Drug
Store of R.C.Hard-
wick, Main St.,
Wednesday.
Hundreds Now Testing
The Remedy in This
City and Vicinity.
WHAT WILL THE RESULT BE?
Much Interest to
the Farmers.
ALL OF THE MARKETS.
Last Wednesday night the distribu•
tiou of free SAMOS'S of Dr. ts.
&MS Kinney Pills closed at the iiru:. store
.if R. C. Hardwich and will go into his-
tory as one of the most successful et.+1,1,
that has taken place in this cey. The
frightful number of people who are stiff-
ing in one way or another from kidney
troubles in this vicinity can only be es-
tinotted by the enormous 'lumber of
sample packets which were given out on
Wetineseay to all interested persons
jug in this city or neighborhood who
applied for a sample of these wonderful
eels..
Dr. Hobbs representative was seen
glast lit at Lis hotel, a-raring a look
of contidenee -that betokens the man
who feels that he knows what he is talk-
ing atone 110 Pali, in answer to the
questioneeint to him by the reporter:
"Oh. yes; I know the public are tikepti•
eat of anything especially in the
mediciue line. It is reasonable to sup-
pose that th..v should be, for have they
not been burnhurtged enough by those
who place but little %nine even no death
when it comiei to the question of gather-
euir in a few ill-gotten dollars.
-Dr. Hobbs sppreciatee all this, and
s determined that the worth of his
ineoic.ine shall be folly known and
proven before the public is asked to
.teenti a penny. What Dr Hobbs Spare
gus Kidney Pills are guaranteed to dots
to cure all kidney cleraugements,
"Do yon know that rheumatism, in
nine-tenths of all cases, arises front kid-
ney troubles of one sort or another? Anv
physic:an lee I tell you that the common
origin of all rheumatic troubles is uric
acid in the blood. What do you do
first, that being the case? Go for the
Get your kidneys in perfect
working order, and away oil go the
rle•uulati,m, beeause when your kid•
'ley le whop(' duty it is to filter all poisons
told irnpuratee from the blood, removes
the uric acid, the cause of the theuma
thou will be gone and the rheumatism
with it.
"Here am o some of the eystuptoms
which ere danger signals, and, in a large
majority of case-, indicate the Moat t of
that most insidenia of all maiadies,
Bright's test use t lie kidneys ; Pain
in the back and eiriett, heada•-he, nerve
onsuesm, frequent thiret, hot and cry
skin, stioetnese of breath, evil fort-bod-
ing', troubled sleep, puffiness of the
eyelids. swelling of the feet and ankles,
loss of flesh, dark colored or seanty ur-
ine, with deposits of cuts, etc . and the
presence of remit epithelium, tube casts
and albumen in the urine.
''These are ?Omit-% mint all, of the se mp-
toms of Bright's disease, iiiflaunnation
or congestion of the kidneys, nephritis,
etc . aid these Dr. Hobbs Sparagus Kid-
ney Pills are guaranteed to cure."
For the benefit of persons living at a
distance from this city, who did not (-all
at our store yeeterday, Dr. Hobbs au-
thorizes us to say if you cut out the
coupon b.dOW and until in to the Hobbs
Remedy Co., Chicago, 111., with your
address, they will send you by mail post
poid, a sample lox of these pills free of
ezperise.
R. C. Hardwick
DRUGGIST,
Wholesale and Retail Agent, Ht pkins-
ville, Ky.
CUT THIS COUPON OUT.
Upon receipt of fiTT71771, ,N
ulPh'ire.'"i
Is SA M l'I.E BOX ii!ll'oildias Spill:nil 0
Kidney Pills; also his book on 17
kidney diseases. 1/1
0
a
Address,
HOBBS REMEDY CO.,
Chicago,
BRING GOOD PRICES.
The Chi istian County Bonds
Sold Tuesday.
NINETY-EICHT IN ALL.
Enough Men, y Secured to Pay the Entire Clet-
Standing Indebtrnoss.
The Lids for the new issue of the
Christian county funding bonds were
opened Tuesday afternoon at the law
office of U. H. Anderson, County A tor-
ney, and the succesof al bidders were as
follows:
J. W. McGaughey, trustee,.
City Hank .
11. Y. Goodwin 
City Bank 
Pembroke Hank ........ .
kik-illy Trust a Safety
nun. Co ... heed Ma lorL
From the above it will be seen that
oily ninety-eight bonds were Uttered.
they nett lug the corn')- tee hire J1110U1 t
of $101,199 40, which is enough to pile
in full the county's outftaneing bondesi
debt and all topensee of the sale. The
pining of the new bonds at the low rate
of 5a will du-r- -; the titters st on coun-
ty buirea torn 47 000a year, as it is at
p mut, to yule- #4,900 per year, which
will be a net saving to the coin ty of
$2,100 re r year on interest alone. Cod-
eidering the fact that the terms and con-
ditions of the bonds were most favora-
ble to the county, the prices realized
were very high and gave strong evi-
dence of the favor in which the county
is heldein fiuuncial cirelts. The Lew
bonds Pill be delivered to the success-
ful bidders at the City ,Bank, in thie
city, on the first day of July, 1897. At
che tame time and place the old bonds
will be paid off and cancelled. The to-
tal amount of all the bids were some-
thing over $1,500,(100, which is strong
evidence of the fact that the county's
bonds were iu strong demand.
The Bond Commissioners deserve
great credit for this very successful
sale.
- •
3 hondvarar.
5 bonito/tele.
It 1aind5(g,101.4i
boudikplat
bonds4h$1.
Trustees And Votes.
If the Chairman of the Board of
Trustees of any school distriet in the
county, white or colored, ham failed to
receive the blank ' Notices of Election
of Trustees," he will please notify me
at one that I may send him the blanks.
They meet be posted by May 26th.
I would also urge the voters in every
(lieu ict Logo to the school house on June
5th, In some districts no election is
held at all mid the trustees must be ap.
pointed,
Ties is riot right. Select men who
ars intereeted in your schools and who
are qualified to fill this importuta and
responsible position-in fact, the best
men in your district-vote for them and
(dot t them.
Please return the election poll ebeet
to this °thee immediately after the
election. KATIE MCDASIET.,
Co Sept.
Do you want a permanent position
with good pay? If so, write to the
Hawk's Nursery Co., Rochester, N. Y.
ighnos
•
Notes About Crops, Tobacco. Live Stock und
Other Natters.
LIVE STOCK MARKET.
Reported by the Louisville Live Stock
Exchange, Bourbon Stockyards.
Louisville, Ky., May 20.-Cattle.-
The receipts of cattle to-day were very
light and of inferior quality. Prices
were steady and unchauged, and all of-
fered were sold, though tee demand,
which was limited to buying for local
•onsumption, was not active. There
was no occurrence of interest.
Calves.-Choice calves to-day were in
good demand, but inferior grades met,
with slow sale. Prices for all were un-
changed. The run, W W HA moder-
ate and of poor average quality, a-as all
sold.
Extra shipping  $4504 47(1
Light shipping  4 ::55 4 In
Best butchers  4 1:,,t1 4 50
Fair to good butchers  ii :Tra 4 Ito
Common to medium lmutcht'r I auni 315
Thin, rough steers, pour cows
and scalawags ..... . I tee 2i5a
biood to kik ire oxen 
• • . 
3 tag 3 Ai
Common to medium oxen 31554 8.0
Feeders   32.55425
•4tockera 2 isk4 375
Bulls  rele 571
Veal ealves Y 5‘1,5
Choice mileb cows .....
• 
24'.'dNa35 no
Fair to good snitch cows . ouia•_,'S 00
Hogs.-1 he supply of lags was of fair
size and good quality. The market
.,1.7eued sluggish with the early melee of
desirable mediums at 43 65. Values for
this weight later dropped to $e 60 under
very favorable reports, and the inurket
closed weak. The pens were cleared.
Both local packers and shippers were in
for supplies.
Choice pecking and butchers, 21.
19. $ 350(43 an
Fair to good packing. IMO to Inn ti 3 tissa3 or.
Good to cairn light, Ifin ISUM tioa itro
Fat shoats, I20 to 1;ie lb. . 3 3rse Iii
Fat shoots. 100 to I8/ 3 emis,:t
Roughs, ISO to 41111 lb  I hem:toil
Stockers ...I 5143 'Le
Sheep and Lambs.-Ftpring lambs to-
day ruled very du 1 with practically in,
bids upon the stock, which was held by
sellers at values ranging from #3 50te
600, according to quslity. Sheep were
about steady at unchanged prices. Of-
ferings of sheep and lambs were only
fair in quality. At a late hour clear-
auce was not made.
(food to extra shipping sheep  $3 riY.:(3 75
Fair to good 
.... 
.juliu:6 is
Celle110/1 to teedie iii.  1 .0•41. a.
Bueks I folosoil tio
sp) lug la ii 2 2ssa
Medium butcher lambs ,
Tail ends or cults
--
THE LOUISVILLE MARKET.
The following report is furnished ox-
elusively to the New ERA by Glover &
Durrett., Louoville Tobacco Warehouse:
Sales on 3.ir market for the week just
closed amount to 2,559 hhds., with re-
ceipta for the same period 1,000 hhda.
1111111/111/11111r 
We Are
Salt's on Utit market shies' Jan. 1st,
aintiiint to 74,848 }Olds. Sales of the
-top of 1596 on our market to this date
altiOunt to 65,124.
The iinprinetnent that was eepei fed
last week for common and nondescript
leaf, ranging in prices from $3.25 .o
$4 e0, has been fatly pustain'd, with
teuncuey to fustior improvement, and
we are able to report a stronger tone in
the market for common and medium
lugs, which have continued very low
through IA long peried. Leaf of extra
length, without other reconanendatioe,
such aa is taken by the rehandling
trade, continues in good &tumid at
prices frtan $5 to $6 50. We have fre-
quent inquiries for leaf suitable for
either the French or Italian wants, and
such grades promise to command prices
higher than have been current for cone
years past.
The following quotations fairly rep-
resent our market for diu•k tobacco,
1896 crop:
Trash ......... • $1 00 to 120
common to medium lege. 1 25 to 2 00
Dark rieh lugs, ex' quality
Medium to good leaf 
Leaf of extra length 
Wrappery styles 
3 00 to 451)
4 50 to 6C()
6 00 to 700
00 to 16 00
TTALTAN CONTRACT.
The Lenf-Chronicle Is reliably in-
formed teat E. C. Morrow & Bro. hove
sold all their Italian putchasets and the
holdiege of a number of other dealers
on this markft, through Henry Siel ert
& Co. ef New Yerk, to Continissioner
lerrigo, of the Italian gevernment, who
visited this section serne time ago, anti
WhO is tiOW stationed Iii New York.
Morrow & ere. a ill buy on the
Cleat-elite told Hopkineviee breaks,
and wilt in this manner fill the portion
of the Italian cortract railing for Ken-
tucky tobacco,--Clarksville Ulu on icle.
Commissioner's Sale.
On Moudae, June 7th, 1897, there will
be sold at p bite sale a valuable farm of
200 sores situated ti miles from Hof lino
vine, on the Cadiz pike. Also 58 acre s
ef woodland near the above tract
This is a rare opportnnity to secure a
good home.
The sale is to be made in the action
of Miss C. Belle Ellis vs Palm)r Grave-
in the Christian Circuit Court.
May 19th, 1897.
Wm T. FowtaR, Commesioner.
Jolts D. HILL Attorney.
•
Auction Sale.
In order to close out the stock of NN in-
$els-free Bros. & CO., I will on Monday,
May 21, 1b97, at 10 o'clook a mu., at arose,
their store on Main street, Hopkinsville, 401-•-•
Ky. ,sell at public auetion to the highest
heeler, the stock of agricultural imple-
metier, farmers' herdwure, harness), sad-
dles', stoves, ranges, tinware, etc., as-
sented to me. Sale will eoutine front
day to day. This stock mast be sold re-
gardlero of price. Now is the time to:
farmers to get bargains. Private sales
a ill be continned awl special prices
given to jobbers. We have for sale al-o
2 second-hand engines and separators
and 2 horses and wagons.
Six months given on all purchases of
$10 and upwards on eat isfac tory paper.
GEO. C. Lome Assignee
Wiufroe Bros. & Co.
rmilltn!fit,r1MTMfrtift1tIfffrftitttli
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Who hare , (Ter Wal n ".41iLERS"
Clothine lofty cc suit this Yin jnd
They will b pleased as erery man
who ere, avrd them is pleased
with the
MTYLISIj CUT,
FINE TIIIMMINGS
... AND 'EXACT FIT
OF the Garment.
a
a
a
a
Adler's
Fo
Clothing is a Substitute
the High-Priced Tailor.
In Them You Get Equal Fit, Style, Work
meeshei arid Value With Any Tailor-Made
Suit, at Jost Half the Price They Cl arge
AN UP TO-DATE TIE
WITH EACH SUIT AT $10 T'P
a
a
ULWARE 1
44.W L4A
May 20, 1897.
STILL IN THE LEA
AT THE Lt..ADLH.
With the latest novelties in hats and bonnets and at
prices to suit the hard times.
Also a full lino of corsets, hosiery and gloves.
Weckmen brands and Armstrong's silk and striped linens,
etc., etc. Give us a call. Remember the place,
The Leader,
105 Main St.
THE. i
Mme. Levy.
P0.4.ti 
-
aim
For STYLISH 11-Vi..)
PATTERN 1-.'AT --.3 and BO7VVETS
For Style, quality and low prices they are not surpass-
ed. Flowers, foliage, ribbons, laces, ornaments, neck
rushing, chifons ill rich profusion.
czn save gau 15 to 25 per cr. on your spring hai
I have a fimt-class trimmer. I can give you trimmed
hats from 25c to $15.00.
Wirs.AdaLayne.
B. H. STF JEWELRY COMPANY,
208 and 210 Union St., Nashville, Tenn,
JEWELERS &OPTICIANS.
Official Jews-it TR 10 osOneSiOCetits.11
Dial, slid largest dealers in the South
Iii highPst grades of
DIAMONDS, WATCHES
AND SOUVENIRS.
The official Centennial Souvenir
spoons can only be obtained of them
Of course you'll want ono!
...Mail Orders Solicited...
We make a specialty of fitting spec-
tacles to those Di 4(1111g helps to-read". Ei es ili111:1DPI1 and cart-fully
testtd, free of chlrge. Come Ss e us, gni talk this m trier over, and let u •
examine your eyes. Watches and jewe ry cartfully npaired
See Our Exhibit in Commerce Building Section 101-106.
B. H. Steif Jewelry Co., 208 and 210 Union Jt., Nashville.
OF COURSE.,••
YOU WILL I-IND
-One of the Best assorted stocks of-
Silks, Dress Goods and Trimmings,
Wash Goods, Fancy Goods, Notions,
Ladies and Gents Furnishing Goods,
Shirt Waists, Carpets, Rugs,
Linoleum and Oil Cloths
To be found in the city, and at astonishing
Low Prices. Be sure you visit my store
and get prices before buying and I feel
confident it will be to your interest.
Respectiully,
T. M. Jones.
SHOES. My stock of Shoes will be closeds out Regardless of Cost.
Hogsett Military Academy
DANVILLE, KENTUCKY.
Chartered. Fifteenth year. Scholarships in the leading colleges. The Idea of the school is
sieral and physical training and develoopment. Discipline is firm but not berth No wild
boys taken. Separate building for small boys. Faculty selected for training atid teaching boys.
Commandant is an ,,Meer of the ith Cavalry, r. S. A. resigned. Experience teaches, ground a
boy In the fundaments, and eon t WW1 habits of thought and action,  that • good man may_rzult.
Kentucky boys trained here I., T• ,,ler-te cost. Business tran.ing. Students enter best MU Ja4
NOLINTIFic s611001.41, o est i'vlA14 and Anuepolis. Address. WILLIAM MICEMML
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in Milion, We Art Giving Poway
a Handsome Nickle-Piated Watch
with each child's suits worth $4.50 and up, each boy's sui
worth $5.00 and up, eac4 man's suit worth $7.50 and up
These watches are stiictlyigood time-keepers and are guaran-
teed for 12 months.
See Z1-1.077.-
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That ever struck our county
Is the
BUTTON PHOTO FAD.
During the last mo th we have
'nearly 5,000 to our ctst
tion axpressed for the li
tinue the scheme for an
With every purchat
we will present to the p
(• self or any person he in
(e
(0
(0
(0
•
•
•
•
•
• e
GIVEN AWA
niers and the uniuersal apprecia-
tle gifts has prompted us to con-
ther month.
o amounting to one dollar or ovER
1rchaser one button photo of him-y select. This does not mean abutton with each dollar pent with us, bui with every pur-
chase whether it amoun to $1.00 or $50.00, there will be
only 0111y ONE button gi en, 0
•
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KNIGHTS TEMPLAR TARE OUR TO
Thc Citizas Gladly Dcliv-
a All of the Keys
-4 HOSPITALITY EXTENDED.
Beautiful and Impressive Public Ex=
ercises Took Place.
THE PARADE WAS AN IMPOSING SPECTACLE.
The Annual Sermon was Delivered, and Addresses of
Welcome and Response Spoken.
DOINGS OF THE DAYS IN DETAIL
The fiftieth sentinel conclave of
Keighes Templar was innu,gurated btil-
hantly. An enthasiastiealy cordial
greeting has been extended, and the
Sir Knights undoubtedly had a royal
good Owe.
Beautiful Begs, handsome tanners
and gay bunting ti eating gracefully
from every business house and many
residences, waved a warm welcome to
all visitors. -Manila eet Vent-is," "In
Hoc Signo Vinces," "Rex Regum. Do-
minus Dominorum," and other mottoes
of the grand institution were in strong
evidence.
The two special trains from Louis-
ville arrived promptly on time. The
trips were m %dem it Meat accident or un-
usual incilent& Louisville Command-
ery Ne. I came in at 5:30 o'clock on an
artistically decorated vestibuled train,
furnished by the Illinois Central. The
engine was a new one and was covered
with cut flowers. One hundred and
twenty-seven persons were on boerd,
among them the 'Little Commandery,"
maim ladies and a number of Knights
from Paducah, Me5 field and Kattawa.
Headed by the braes bands, the party
marched to their respective quarters,
the Louisville delegation being located
at Hotel Latham and the Little Com-
mandery at the Hill house.
De/delay Coaumandery, No. 12. Bowl-
ing Green, No. 23, and Lebanon, No.
24, arrived on a special train at eight
o'clock, on the Louisville & Nashville
railroad. This coming was heralded by
exploding bombs, thrown out by the
DeMolay's mortar. On the train were
about one hundred and seventy-five per-
eons, including fifty-four DeStolays,
thirty ladies, W. LaRue 1 home", Grand
Master of the Grand Commandery of
the United States, and all the officers of
the Kentucky Grand Commandery.
The DeMolay's distinguished guests
were escorted with great eclat to Hotel
Latham.
Madiaonville Commandery, twenty-
live strong, arrived here at six o'clock
Wednesday, accompanied by many
delegates and visitors from Henderson,
Oreensboro and other Southern and
Western Kentucky towns. All trains
were met by the full local commandery,
Moore, No. 6, hundreds of citzens and
braes bands.
There were lively timesTnesday night.
It is doubtful that the majority of local
people reelized the magnitude of the
conclave until after the special train ar-
rived, but it is certain that they rose to
the occasion. The sir was surcharged
with music and cheers and for a while
the skies were lighted with fire works
At Hotel Latham an informal but
very enjoyable reception was held,
many prominent citizens and so iety
bell and beaux being pre sent to meet
the visitors Festivities were continued
until a late how. One or two display
drills were given on the streets and at-
tracted great crowds.
About nine o'clock the Louisville
Commandery, No. 1, took its fine band
and went serenading. All of the news-
paper offices and the Mayor's residence
were visited. Later on the DeMolaye,
led by the genial and handsome Hal T.
Jefferson, serenaded a number of well-
known citizens. More delightful music
has never been heard in Hopkinsville.
At half past eight o'clock Wednesday
morning the commanderiee assembled at
their respective headquarters and made
preparations for the parade of the Grand
Commandery and subordinate corn-
manderies, which formed in front of
Hotel Latham, facing south, at nine
o'clock. The hue of march was as fol-
lows: Virginia to Ninth; Ninth to
Main s Main to Sixth; S xth to Clay;
Clay to Seventh; Seventh to Campbell;
Campbell to Fourteenth; Fourteenth to
Clay; Clay to Maple; Maple to Vir-
giiiia; Virginia to Eighteenth; Eigh-
teenth to Main; Maui to the Baptist
church.
Under the skillful direction of Emi-
nent Sir Knight H. W. Tibbs the pro-
caatien moved off promptly at ten
o'clock, preceded by the local police de-
partment and the Grand Captain Gen-
eral and staff on horseback Following
were the members of Louisville Coln-
mandery. No. 1, headed by the Fort
Thomas baud and under the escort of
the cadets from South Kentucky college.
Then, in regular order, were "The Lit-
tle Com m and ery ," Ward's band, Moore
Commandery, No. 6, Madisonville Com•
Awarded
Highest Honors— World's Fair,
•DR:
BAKING
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MOST PERFECT M ADE.
I maudery, No 27, Marion Clommandery.
I No. 26, of Lebanon, BoWling Green
Comniandery, Worley's band, and, last,
De Moldy Commandery Ni. 12, acting
as escort to the officers df the Grand
Commandery, who were in carriages
The Knights !resented al magnificeet
I appearance and the streets along wbieh
they mimed were lined with an admir-
ing multitude.
\
At the Baptist church impreseive cere-
monies were performed.I After the
delivered 
ritual, Eminent Grand Pre ate, John C.
Orudorf, of Russellville, , the
annual sermon, a portion dt which fol-
lows: I
"In lieu of the regular seemon provid-
ed for these ocraeione, and in discharge
of an offieial duty, if you wlll follow me
e
for a few mcmeute, we will try to draw
a lesson from this text, 'GO forbid that
we should glory, save in the Cross of our
Lord Jesus Christ.'
"On the outer walls of this beautiful
city, to dey, hang the eMblems and
mottos cif,Templariem. You behold em-
blazoned on our Banners, embroidered
on our chapeaux, etched on our swords
and stitched on our garments the beauti-
ful PeetSiOn Cross. What more striking
emblem of christian devotien? It calls
to mind the agony and enffering of the
Savior of the world, as He bore it along
the rugged way, with bonded form and
b'eceling brow; and as Simon and Cy-
renne lent a helping hand and lightened
a mighty load, so should we, whether
Templar or not, be ever ready to lend
a helping hand to any who are in dis-
tress, or bowed down with bur-
dens they can scarcely bear, and thus
fulfill the seriptures—'bear ye one ate
others burdens ' Nor should we steno
g zing up into heaven, as did the aye
ties and disciples, on the summit of
mount Olivet, on that memorable once-
eion, motionless and powerlese, until
angels bid us to awake to our
duty: but rather 'go into all the worle
and preach the gospel to every creature,'
ete that when 'this same Jesus, which is
taken up from you to heaven, shall come
again in like manner,' yna shall b(-
ready with open arms to Welcome and
hail him as the King of Kiags and Lord
of Lords.
"Knighthood and chivalry are two
words that are almost eynonomoue.
Perhaps the most renowned of all the
military orders founded in the 12th cen-
tury. for the defense ot the Latin
Kingdom of Jerusalem. IA that of
the Knights Templar; wheis dedicating
their future lives to she Holy Land,
were banded together to flight for the-
King of Heaven, in chastitg, obedience
and self-denial; to guard and protect
pilgrims from afar, who clime to wor-
ship at the holy shrine, We nurse the
sick, and care for the dying; so we as
Knights Templar of the 19th century
purpose and profess to draw our swords
in defense of the christian religion, for
the protection of innocent Paaidens and
help!eres orphans and for other noble
causes, in chastity, obedieure and self-
denial ; dedicating our future lives to
the cause of Prince Eingnnuel; and
while the Wale and tribnlatione, the
the tortures at the stake, and even sup-
pression of their cause, mine to these
ancient defenders of the right, through
false charges and suborned witnesses as
was done auto Christ himielf ; may we
all with Christian and Knightly valor,
as valient and magnaium4us Knights,
and as it looms up befog° the true
christian more resplenddnt than the
noon day sun, and which gives a filial
feeling to everyone who r
Fatherhood of God and th
of mail that -I am the cliil
and teee further pardon
singing—
'My fattier is rich in houses and lands
"He holdeth the wealth of lie world la
hands,
"Of rubles and diamonds, o silver and
gold,
"His coffers are full—he tma rich... un-
told."
At-the conclusion of thenermoo, May-
or Dabney grace-fully delivered the ad-
dress of welcome, in autitance as fol-
lows:
"Sir Knights, Ladies ittlel Gentlemen,
it is with great pleasure 'that I appear
before you upon this he utiful day to
express and voice the leen iments of the
citizens of Hopkinsville o bidding you
a generous and warm weicome, and to
I extend to you the hospitabty of our city
our people and our homed.
1 "This has been my pleneure on poet
occasions to make similar meetings, but
I assure that upon this especial one
words fail to express theemeat joy that
we feel to-day in meeting', and meeting
you with open arms—wielling that teis
60th Annual Conclave or the Knights
Templar of Kentucky, alley be the best
and sweetest within the idemory of your
beloved and noble ordere and that the
memory of which may, le Tennyson's
brook, go on forever, and now in trans-
ferring to you the full add free posses-
sion of our city. We W1l1 you un-
bounded pleasure and °lig may you
hen and be happy."
uizes the
brotherhood
of a Kiag,'
le pride of
senate d in the lovely Masonie lodge
rooms. All the Grand Officers were
present and commauderies represented.
The Grand Commander appointed Past
Grand Commanders Witt,of Henderson,
Sherley, Louisville, Montgomery, Cyn-
thiana, and Ryan, DeMoety, to escort
V ermE ininen t Sir LaRue Thomae,Grand
Master of the Grand Commandery of
the United States into the asylum. He
was welcomed by the Grand Masterand
made a happy response, saying that he
had never attended a pleasanter con-
clave and had never met with more
courteous treatment.
Grand Commander Thompson then
read his annual address which was re-
ferred to the Committee on Dietribu-
tion. The usual committees were ap-
pointed. The report of the Treasurer
and Recorder were submitted to the
Committee on Finance, The Commit-
tee on Credential reported that all but
two Commanderies were represented.
The Conclave then adjourned until
rsday morning at nine o'cleck.
There were probably five hundred
Knights and visitors in the city Among
the commauderies were De Malay, CM
Knights and 30 ladies; Louitville, No.
1, 73 Knights. 38 ladies; Lebanon, No
24, 24 Knights; Beveling Green, 25 ;
Russellville, 12; Maysville, 10; Cynthi-
ana 8; Madisonville, 30; Henderson, 4;
Owensboro, 1. A partial list of the per-
sons present folloo :
LOUISVILLE COMM iNDERY NO I.
H Thompson Frank H Jih mon
Grand Corn. Grand Junior W.
Thomas H. Shirley John H. Leathers,
Past Grand Corn. Past Commander
Clarence A Warren Thos C Timberlake
Em Commander Past Commander
Chas D Meyer J C eFerran
Past Commander Past Commander
T P Satterwhite Cl trence L. Martin
Past Commanker Part Command, r
Geo W Griffiths
Frank Gould
T E Wilson '
()scar lIattsmiller
Paris Holyheimer
Ohne Fink
B A Duersou
J Calvin Cox
Henry Reese
Thee Maj. r
El nry S Barker
E ed hall
Bre owler
See Roach
G Ferrell
A Wheedon
Stuart Young
Ben Dudley
Frank leeela
Dan Peed
Hoeppner
Jee Blass
Henry Herne
JAR Carpenter
C E Overstreet
Hu ter
B Thomas
B Castleman
Lewis Faulkner
Geo F Evans.
T H Shirley
Geo W Griffiths
Henry Rents
C L Martin
C E Overstreet
J W Sample
ne momme, NO. 12.
W H Moffitt, Win Ryan, Post Grand
Oommauders.
C Vogt E C Pearson
Samuel Imidigh J W Browning
%V H Rose Phil T Allin
D McCeuliffe Herman Gunhard
E Meglimary Nem Moses
C B Duvall Julius Vogt
F Kelluer I J Terpin
.1 H Cowles J H Sanitman
Wm Seleaefer John Raldt.
.T M Bontrarger W T Duncan
J C Posten John Murdock
W H Bartholmer H T Jefferson
Henley Middleton Clark Rae
Hal T Jefferson J V Reid
John A Stratton Wm R Toomey
Harry Jefferson T D Finck
D G Simonson T L Jefferson
Robert Mosses F W Hardwick
Claud Moses Frank Brooker
Frank H Johnson
LADIES.
Mesdames—
Elenle Midleton W R. Toonely
J W Browning T L J. fferson
J W A Stratton S Miller
M Woodson F H Johnson
Mimes—
Richardson
Smother
Hancock
Mathews
Jefferson
Toomey
Willard
Witt
LADIES WITH LOUISVILLE COY NO. 1.
lid tome—
Clara MooreSIiirley E M Fulton
Ella M Griffiths Grace Griffith
Anna May Sperry Reese
Sperry Carpenter
Callahan Hattie Mejor
Mesdaince—
R H Thompson
Susan Warner
J Cal Cox
Henry S Barker
Joe Blase
J C McFerran
Onerbarker
Nell
Ambrose
Satterwhite
Myer
Woodward
Brodie
Hankie'
Montgomery
BOWLING ORZEN cOliMANDERY NO. 23.
Ern Coin A Duvall L A Jenkins
A H Taylor Dr J E Merdith
J g Cook Dc" E Trousman
Dr Geo M Centire Dr J W Robb
Capt Geo Price H E Jenkins
J R Sharp J W Simmers
it G Potter J E Smith
W J Potter Jag H Wilkerson
E Ell Stout S H Stout
Jas A Michell Jack Keouyt
J H Fendrick Rev S A Fowler
10 Fuguson Judge W L Dulaney
Col T J Smith, Grand Sword Bearer
of the Grand Commandery of Kentucky
is also in command of the Bowling
Green Counnanderm
MARION COX.
W R Johnston
W U Spencer
B P Doom
W W Rubel
W L Cardwell
I D Thompson
J B Douglas
Fnink Maria
Juo L Lawson,
W B Mason
NO. 24, LEBANON KY.
W C Cardwell
Lee D Rey
Foster Ray
W T Hawkins
J M Raines
J P Ilierceiurte
W R McPherson
W J Graff
J G Orendorf
John A Crtitelier
MADISONVILLE, NO. 27.
D A Morton, I. Bayley,
E L Hendrick, Dick Overall,
Dr. W. P. Ross, P. B. Ross,
L. D. Hockinsmith, Sam Bassett,
C 0 Sebern, J. R. Rost,
Chao. Cowell, A. W. Jackson,
R. M. Solmo, Earnest Stokes,
Henry Howland, Bryan Hopper,
Geo. C. Atkinson, Paul M Moore,
PADUCAH, NO. 11.
Jno W Landrum, Em. Commander,
Mayfield.
W S Irwin, of Kuttawa.
M D Holton, of Mayfield.
H H Loving, of Bardwell.
Jaa E Wilkeliu, Past Commander, of
Paducah.
Judge Fisher, of Mayfield, eighty-five
years of age, who was made a Knight
Templar in Moore Commandery, No. 6,
45 years ago.
B G Witt
Misses—
Annie Witt
--
HENDERsON, KY.
H P Barrett
Jas F Gates
Susie Rankin
OWENsnoRO.
Jacob S Bolton% Ise
The Grand Commandery nesembled
The responao we. apokin in eloquent at the aeylnin of Moore Commandery,
awl approprirte mune lyr Right Eini• No II, at ten o'clock Thtireday.
m'ut Grand Cornniaudem howcoon, uf, Reports of the Neiverel cuiumittees
Moulin tile, I were received and routine busiumsA pure Grape Cream a Tarts, Powder. Pre.
the Grand Cottimrindery as. A resolution war I mused inviting Ow
trallette tod.ipata Ammonia. Alum Of any other adulterant. '
40 MAAS WS STAweedefirs M noon 
-o-
Dr. 0. Holmes41
Grand Encampment of the United
States to meet in Louisville in 1901.
Committees wore appointed to secure
hem...quarters and noeke arrangements
fotethe visit of Kentucky's Grand Com-
mandery to the triatinular meeting of
!Grand' Encampment at Pittsburg in
1898.
The election of officers was held with
I the following result.
Eminent Sir Eugene A. Robinson,
Grand Commander of the State,
Maysville; Eminent Sir C. C. Vogt,
Depnty Grand Commander, Lou-
isville; Eminent Sir James 1'. Hedges,
Grand Generalissimo; Eminent Sir
John Orndoeff, Grand Captain General,
Russellville; EnOnent Sir H. T. Jeffer-
son, Grand Prelate, Louisville; Emi-
nent Fir F. H. Johnson, Grand Senior
Warden, Louisville; Eminent Sir Geo.
Lewis. Grand Jueior Warden, Frank-
fort; Eminent Sir T. J. Smith, Grand
Standard Bearer, Fowling Green;
Eminent Sir Arthur C Biddle, Grand
Se ord Beare r, Hopkinsville; Eminent
Sir David Robe, Grand Treasurer, Ver-
sailles; Eminent Sir Lorenzo D. Cronin-
ger, Greed Reeler:1er, Covington ; Senti-
nel, John W. Landrum, Paducah, No.
11.
The retiring members are:
R. H. 'nommen, Louisville, Right
Eminent Grand Command: r.
Eugene A. Robinson, Maysville,
Very Eminent Deputy Grand Com-
mander.
Charles C. Vogt, Lontevele, Eminent
Grand Generalissionii.
James T. Hedges, Cynthiana, Emi-
nent Grand (OTC General.
John G. Orudotff, Russellville, Emi-
nent Grand Prelate.
H. T. Jefferson, Louieville, Eminent
Grand Senior Warden.
David P. Hebb, Versailles, Eminent
Grand Treasurer.
Lome zo D. Corn ir ger, Covington ,
Eminent Grand Recorder.
George A. Lewis, Fratikfort, Eminent
Grand Standard Bearer.
Thos. J. Smith, Bowline Green Emi-
nent Grand Sword Bearer.
Arthur C. Biddle, Heekinsville, Emi-
nent Grand Warden,
John S. Smith, Richmond, Eminent
Grand SeetOel.
The greatest int( rest was centered up-
on the election of a Sentinel. There
were six names voted for on the first
ballot, John Landrum, of Patlimith ;
Charles Myers, John 11. Leathers and
Thomas Timberleke, of Louisville; Hen-
ry Barrett, Hendereon ; Soule Smith,
Lexington; Jae. Rash, Henderson.Cept.
Leathers u below on the first ballot.
Sir Knight Landrum was elected on the
fifth ballot which moulted as follows:
Landrum 
Timberlake 
 
 
 26
Hash 
 
 12
The Commandery then adjourned 
RECEPTION AND DANCE.
A more elegant entertainment than
the one tendered Wednesday night by De
Molay Commandery, No. 12, has never
taken place in Hopkinsville. The gum ts
of honor were the offieers of the Grand
Commandery and Past Grand Com-
manders who havg been members of the
De MoTay. Both in the afternoon and
at night the large parlors and corridors
of Hotel Latham were thronged with
lovely women end gallant men, and a
merrier or happier crowd never asvem-
bled at any function. Delidous re-
freshments were moved. The crown-
ing featme of the entertainment was
the dance in the spacious dining hall.
Beautiful rIILIsie was furnielied by Sie-
bert's band of Louisville. The recep-
tion committee was as follow-s:
citentmex:
Em. Sir John H. Cowles.
Rt Emineut Sir Wm Ryan.
Eminent Sir J H Sanaman.
Eminent Sir J R Duff.
Eminent Sr H S Mmes.
RI Eminent Sir Wm H Meffert.
Eminent Sir E C Pearson.
Emineot Sir M M Hurley.
Eminent Sir John A Stratton.
Sir Frank Baekner Sir John Browning
Sir John Faith Sir Weliam Moses
Sir M Woodson Sir C P Dehler
S r Chas Eege re Sir J H Bonitrager
Baby Mine!
Every mother
feels an inde-
scribable dread
of the pain and
danger attend-
ant upon the
most critical pe-
riod of her life.
Becoming a
mother should be
a source of joy
to all, but the
suffering and
danger of the ordeal make
its anticipation one of misery.
MOTHER'S FRIEND
is the remedy which relieves
women of the great pain and suf-
fering incident to maternity; this
hour which is dreaded as woman's
severest trial is not only made
painless, but all the danger is re-
moved by its use. Those ‘‘lio use
this remedy arc no longer de-
spondent or gloomy; nervousness
nausea and other distressing con-
ditions are avoided, the system is
made ready for the coming event,
and the serious accidents so com-
mon to the critical hour are
obviated by the use of Mother's
Friend. /t is a blessing to woman.
$1.00 PER BOTTLE at all Drug Stores,
or sent by mail on receipt of price.
BOOKS Containing it:trainable Information ofinterest to all women, will Le sentFREE to any address, upon application. by
The BRA Wino REGULATOR CO.. Atlitata. Ga.
I says that ITIULKIC is an ever SoVIFTPignbalm. And so it is, thank Mercy,for sore spirits. But for the aches,pains and weakeesees of the bodyJohnson's leellaeonua Plaster is bet-ter. It soothes, warms, comforts
and heals. It seeks out the cause of
the trouble and tkts it right. It con-
tains virtues old as history, yet never
before so combined as to be of tee
highest practecal effleacy. Nom the
He'd Crum on all the genuine.
JOHNSON & JOHNSON,
Manufacturing Chemists, New York.
"Complete
Manhood
liow to Attain It."
A Wondsrful X.w
Medial nook, writ! n
for Men (intr. ions
sup) may be hal fr.'.
*salad, in pita' ond-
01111, OA Ardl,011110A.
ERIE MEDICAL CO.,
64 Magri St.,
BUFFALO. N. T.
Sir Jan Murdock
Sir Wei Schleefer
Sir Julius 'Vogt
Sir B U Cramer
Sir W Ft Toomey
SirJ W Riechenberg
Sir Win Moser., Jr
Sir Wallace Morris
I.: MRS' RECEPTION (-ointment.
Meseta! tee :—
T L Jefferson John A Stratton
Wm Ryan Thos W Long
M Womison T W Blakey
J L Adams W T Tandy
Phil T thin Thos Underwood
Harry Jefferson J II Anderson
W B Toomey
Henry T Jefferson
J W Browning
C P Eichler, Louisville.
Miss, s
th Jefferson Hettie Long
Marie Myer Belle Moore
Beesie Satterwhite Mary Flack
Flosetem Tootney Madeline Boylor
Katherine Ambrose Edith Boulware
Nell Richardson, Daisy Wood
Julia Venable
Lyda B Donaldson
Jennie Winfree
Lizzie Mercer,
Hopkinsville.
CONCLAVE CHATTER.
C41.1--A large number ef the gentle-
men and ladies with the De Molay Com-
mandery spent a considerable portion of
the day waking calls on local asquaint-
ances.
THO7JAS.—It is not general'y known
that W LaRne Thomas, Grann Master
of the Grand Commandery of the Unit-
ed Stems, received degrees from the
Blue Lodge and Chapter in this city.
This occurred nearly thirty years ago.
t t t
Kee) ,K—The kodak fiend has been in
glory simmce the arrival of the Knights.
It would not be a pronounced exagger-
ation to say that "snap shots" have
been teken at nearly every unifortned
visitor and at all of i he Commanderies.
+ + +
LI-N( ml —Since Tuesday night an ele-
gant lnnch has been spread at till hours
in the dining hall of the Moore Com-
mandery's Asylum, of which all the
Keighm we cordially invited to freely
partak
f Cf
Distr.-go—The De Molay Commandery
had le rartice drill on Main street Wee-
nesday afternoon and went throveh
many intricate and skillful inovemeate,
which elicited g-nerons applause from
the sp ctators.
+ + +
MADE Fnumns—The Knights and la-
dies of Louisville Comrnandery No. 1
have made a most favorable impression
on a71 persons with whom they have
come it contact. Their visit will be re-
membered with especial pleasure by the
citizens of Hopkinsville.
t t +
Porsemes —Two presents that are
sincerely appreciated by all Meal Masons
and More called forth handsome eompli
mentos from the visitors were given to
Moore Commandery, No. 6, by Mr. and
Mrs. Max J. Lowenthal. The former
presented a meetly and large bible and
the letter a beautifully embroidered
cloth to be placed on the chanced in the
Asylum.
+4+
FAST—The De Molay special train of
five core made fast time en route to this
city. J. W. Rose was the conductor
and Joe Rebou enginer. The run from
Loui-v tile to Bowling Green, 114 miles.,
was trade in two hours and thirty-nine
minet the next thirty miles in forty
nitwit is. The train left Louisville at 3
o'cice It and arrived here at 7:45. The
last twenty-five miles were run in twen-
ty-four minutes.
WO 'DRUM—One of the most promi-
fleet :old adrui.ed Knights Templar in
the State is unavoidably &agent from
the etinclave. This is Sir Knight Charles
it. Woodruff, Mutt Grand Commander
if Kentucky Knights Templar, Past
Eminent Commander of Locisville, No.
I, aim tinnier of high rank in the Grand
Encampment of the United States. He
is also I member of the Committee of
Foreign Cerrespoudenee. The sermons
illness of his daughter made it impossi-
ble for him to be present.
+ + +
Goirrans—Dr. George W. Griffiths,
appqinted ly Gov. Bradley to succeed
Dr. hitubley, of Oweneboro. as Surgeon
Gen, ral of the State Guard, is a mem-
ber uf Louisville Commandery, No. 1.
de is a member of many prominent
medical societies, and has held many
positions of honor. The connuandery,
when the news of the appointment
readied this city, sent telegrams of con-
gratuletion to Dr. Griffiths and of
thanks to Gov. Bradley.
+1-i.
Ammeric PARK—The dress parade
and review took place Thursday after-
noon at Athletic (base ball) park, on
West Seventh street. Previous to the
revi w a display drill will be given by
Louisville Cominaudely No. 1, the "Lit-
tle Commandery," from the Widows
and Orphans' Home at Louisville, and
De Meetly Commandery No. 12.
+11'
BANDS—Three better bands than tie
ones making music for the conclave
could not have been secured. Ward's
baud, conmosed for the- inoet part of
Hopkinseille men, has cotne in for a
Iarge share of praise. Siebert's band,
with De Molay Corumetelery, is a splen-
did erganization. Particular interest 16
attached to Fort Thomas band, of Sixth
United States Infantry. All of its mem-
bers are accomplished musicians. It is
and r the leadership of Ludwig Kinne,
who has few peers an a director. It
will play for the reception this after-
noon and to-night.
+ + +
Dralooro.—The DeMolay Command-
ery was named for Jacques Deliolair,
22c1 and last Grand Commander of the
Ormader Templars, who was tortured
and burned at the stake in Paris (1307)
by King Phillip IV., called "The Fair,"
and Pope Clement V., both infamously
tmarherous and cruel.
The Commandery Organized A. D.,
April 1.1, 1867, on petition of 25 Templar'
—four of whom withdrew informally,
three demitted ten died and eight re-
main as members. Set to work July 1,
1867, it has created and admitted nearly
600 members, having now on It. roll 364
-valiant and magnanimous" fraters.
lit
UNIQUE.—The special train bringing
the Louisville Commandery No. 1, was
beautifully and uniquely decorated by
W. J. Davis, Chief Dispatcher of the
0. V. tin the front guard was a large
triangle, and two flags of black and
white, covering entire front of engine
Was a large maltose cross and over en-
gin' the passion cross. On the head
hetet loomed up a crisis and crown in
tailors. On steam dome was a shield,
on sand dome "K. T." in large letters
and on the cab the word -Hopkins-
40.
vino." The entire tank was need to
display the words "bonieville Comman-
dery No. 1," with a beautiful cross and
crown in center. The entire crew of
the O. V., embracing coueuctor, engi-
neer fireman mid brakeman were all Sir
Knights. Capt. W. T. Colinosueil had
charge of the train and the Knights all
offer thanks to hitn for the polite and
courteous way in which they were
treated.
Romesox.—Sir Knight Eugene Alger-
non Robinson, of Maysville Commadery,
No. 1, who was elected to-day Right
Eminent Grand Commander, the high-
est honor witl.in the gift of the Grand
Commandery of Kentucky, is very pop-
ular with all the Sir Knights. He was
elected Very Eminent Deputy Grand
Commander at the conclave held hot
year in Richmond. He was first elected
to an office in the Grand Commandery
at Danville, in 1887, and has been stead-
ily promoted ever since. It will be
noticed that it takes just ten years to
pass through all the offices in the Grand
Commandery. Sir Knight Robinson
will be the second man from Maysville
to be elevated to the highest office in
the Grand Commandery. The other
lucky man was Sir Knight Marty Henry
Smith, now of Suffield, Conn., who held
the office in 1871.
Mr. Robinson was admitted into Ma-
son Lodge, No. 342, at Maysville, Octo-
ber 25, 1871. He became a Knight Tern•
plar May 27, 1873, and is the only sur-
vivor of the five Knights Templar from
Maysville Commandery, No. 10, who at-
tended the Trienuiel Conclave at Cleve-
land, 0., in 1877, with a brass band
composed of twenty-one musicians, and
who entertained on such a grand scale
that the Maysville Commandery ever
since has been popularly known as
"5-15-32" Commandery.
Mr. Robinson received the thirty-
seem' i degree in Masonry iu 1886 and
the thirty-third degree in le95. He was
born in Bath comity February 2, 1849.
He has been prominently i feutified
with the business interests of Maysville
for many years. He conducts eue of
the largest cigar factories South of the
Ohio liver, aud is easily one of the meat,
prominet besiueas mem in Northeastern
Kent ucky.
ORANGE BLOSSOMS.
Dr. Brown and Miss Long
Married.
MARRIAGES ARE MANY.
Preachers Were Kept Busy Wednesday Tying
Nuptial Knots.
Dr. Felix Manning Brown and Mies
Elizebeth Long, daughter of Banker
George C. Long, were united in mar-
riage at four o'clock, Thursday at
the home of the bride's parents, on
South Virginia street. Only the imme-
diate familial of the contracting persons
being present. The ceremony was
performed by Elder Smith, of the Chris-
tian church. Immediately after the
nuptial service Mr. and Mrs. Brown
left the city on the five o'clock
L. & N. train for Nashville to visit the
groom's father, the Rev. Dr. Brown.
They will return to this city and he at
home to their friends the hitter part of
next week.
MURPHY-Ow EN.
Miss Elizabeth Owen, of Church Hill,
in South Christian, Ky., and Dr. G. N
Murpt y, of Bowling Green, Ky., were
married Wed, morning at the reei
deuce of Dr. Cross Alexander, on the
Deaf
From Catarrh.
The sufferer from catarrh, perhaps,
meets with more discouragement in
seeking a cure than those afflicted
with all other ailments. After ex-
hausting the skill of tile beet physi-
cians, and inhaling various mixtures,
paying out large sums for doctors'
fees and medicines, he finds himself
either as bad off me at first or a great
deal worse.
The cause of this is easily explained.
The disear,e is in the blood, and only a
real blood remedy can possibly have
any effect upon it. The doctors being
unable, with their stereotyped reme-
dies of potash and mercury, to cure
diseases of the blood, direct their
efforts toward treating the symp-
toms of the disease, and ignoring its
cause. The inhaling of various sprays,
and use of washes, etc., is but a 4u.
perficial and temporary treatment,
and cannot possibly effect a cure.
Mits. Jos:sr:ma Poutni.L.
Mrs. Josephine Polhill, of Due West,
S. C., was for years a sufferer from
this distressing complaint, and has
learned by experience its tortures.
She says:
"For years I was the victim of the
worst case of catarrh that I ever
heard of. I was treated by several
doctors, and took numerous medicines
claiming to cure the disease, but in-
stead of being benefitted my condi-
tion grew worse steadily.
"The trouble became so deep-seated
that I was entirely deaf in one ear.
It is difficult to describe my condition,
but scone idea of the ravages of the
disease can be obtained when I state
that all the inside of my nose, includ-
ing part of the bone sloughed off. It
can be readily understood how offen-
sive all this was, and how unbearable
my condition became. When the
disease had gone this far the physi-
cian gave me up as incurable, and
told me I would never be any better.
"Reading of many similar cases be-
ing cured by S. S. S., I determined to
try it as a last resort. I soon discov-
ered that all my former treatment
had been wrong, as the disease was in
the blood, and only a blood remedy
could cure It. I began to improve at
once, and grew better as I continued
to take S. S. 8. It seemed to get at
the seat of the disease, and after a
few weeks' treatment I was entirely
cured, and for more than seven years
have had no sign of the disease."
Catarrh is one of the deep-seated
blood diseases, and only a thorough
blood remedy will have any effect
upon it. S. B. S. is the only blood
remedy that is guaranteed
Purely Vegetable
I and cures Catarrh, Cancer, Conta-
giOUti Blood Poison, ticrofula, Rheu-
matism, Eczema, and all other dim
 
 
arising from impure blood.
Books on blood and skin diseases
will be mailed free to any address).
Swift Specific Co., Atlanta, Ga.
only a Wir4Vanderbilt campus, in Nashville,The marriage was very quiet,
few friends being present. The cere-
mony was performed very inipressively
by Dr. Alexander, after which the hap-
py couple visited the Centennial.
The bridal party banqueted at six
o'clock that evening at the Maxwell
House. The bride and groom left on
the night train for Bowling Green, their
I future home,
The bride is one of the most popular
and accomplished girls in the Church
Hill vicinity, and Dr. Murphy is to be
greatly congratulated on winning her
heart and hand. The groom is an ex-
cellent gentleman and a physician of
high standing.
cif/LIMAN COUNTY ELOPERS.
The first couple of elopirg Ken-
tuckians seeking this city as a Gretna
Green lately arrived here this morning.
They were W. B. Cowan and Miss S.
B Stinnett, of Christian minty, says
Wednesday's Chroniele. Ti at night
they are reported to have stinted from
their homes, go rig as far as Guthrie,
by train, but etre they missed connec-
tion and came on to tins city over laud,
not intending to be outdone in their
purpose of getting married. Squire
Smith pronounced the ceremony for
them as they stood in his office about
11 o'clock.
—0—
MITCHELL-LOCKHART.
A pretty home wedding took place
night before last at the bride's home in
Logan county, when Mr F. J. Mitchell,
of this city, and Miss Nellie Lockhart
were joined in wedlock. The couple
left at once for Evansville on a bridal
trip. Mr. Mitchell is a wealthy young
man, who conducts a furniture estab-
lishment on Sixth street. He was a
school teacher a number of years and at
that time one of he pupils was the
bride, who is a comely and bright young
lady.
—0—
ROSE-LANTRIP.
Mr. T. M. Rose and Miss 011ie Lan. 
trapwile be married Wednesday, May
26, at 3 o'clock p. m in the parlor of the
bride's parents, in the Macedonia neigh-
borhood. J. W. Collins, Jnstice of the
Peace, will tie the nuptial knot.
—o —
ELOPEMi NI'.
Curtis Layne, a freight conductor on
the Henderson uivieiou of the L. & N.
railroad, aud,Mise Florence Baker elop-
ed to Springfield, Tenn., yesterday and
were married;
RAVE MIN A CiA.RNI811Elt.
Forbes & Bro. After 51,600 cwed be
Bourland, of Crofton.
Forbes & Deo have had general order
of attachment issued garnisheeing the
several tire insurance companies that
had risks on the stock of goods of David
Bourland burned at Crofton a few days
ago, restraining them from paying over
any money to the defendants until far-
ther order of the court.
Sixteen hundred dollars is the amount
involved.
PREFERRED LOCALS.
Administrator's Sale.
The-E. H. Sivley place on Canton pike
V, miles from Hopkinsville, contaire
about 221 le acres of rich land, about 35
acres in tinaber. Two dwellings on
place, barn, stables', etc. Will be sold
Mt in two parts then as a whole, ou
Monday, Jane 7th, at court-house door
at 11 o'clock.
Terms of Sale.- 3 cash, balance in 12
and 18 mouths. Notes to bear interest
from date.
H. H. & C. E. Stveave
41%91 Adm'r. of E. H. SIVLZY.
rotice to Credi'ors.
All persons having datum against late
firm of Winfree Bros. & Co , or against
W. P. Winfree, are notified to file same
with me, as assignee, at the First Na-
tional Bank of Hopkinsville, where I
will set to receive claims from 9 a. m.
to 3 p. m , each day (Sundays excepted)
for three months from this date.
Geo. C. Lome, Assignee,
Wiufree Bros. & 0o.,
March 25, '97. W. P. Winfree.
MIEI1=7..M.Me 
Me!cha I and
Tradeis [Eh lige.
9th St., Back of Phoenix
Hotel, Hopkinsville,Ky.
Corespondents of W J. O'Dell & Co.
Main Office, Cincinnati, 0.
Stocka, Bonds. Cot ton, Grains,
Previsions, Dealt in on Mar-
git. e, or For Cash.
Mail Orders promptly attended
to. '
Long Mitance Telephone, 144.
Isrivate Wires to all principal
points.
'IIAS. J. DUNCAN,
Irg'r.
A limn, nee inents.
FOR CONSTABLE
We are authorized to announce-
WILLIAM H. WEST,
of Hopkinsvil ie. as a candidate for re-elec-
tion to the office of Constable for the Second
Magisterial district of Christian t'outity.—
subject tel the action if the Democratic
party. The election occurs November, it4i7.
FOR COUNTY CLERK
We are authorised to announce
MR. JOHN P. PROWBE
10 candidate for the office of county Clerk
of Christian County, subject to the action of
be Republican party.
FOR COUNTY SUPERINTENDENT.
We are authorized to announce
JOHN M. St•LLEE.
of Pon, Ky.. se a candidate for the office of
County superintene'ent of Public Schotils of
Christian eoutit3. subject to the action of
the Democratic party.
We are authorized to announce
I7. L.CLARDY,
of Bell. Ky.. as a candidate for the office of
County Superintendent of Public Sclaxds of
Christian County. subject to the action of
the Democratic party.
Teeth. Teeth.
Extracted without pain for
50 cents with vitalized air.
A FULL SET OF TEETH $7.
Teeth inserted without
plate.-
Olfand Broken Down
Natural teeth made as good
as new. Crown and bridge
work a specialty. All
work guaranteed at
Baltar Denial Parka,
..LOW
..PRICES..
TALK..
And Talk Eloquently Too. These,
Prices Are
MARVELS OF MODERN
MERCHANDISING.
5 C Yard Wide Garner's Fine Per-cales, Fast Colors. These AreIOC Goods.5 
c
 
32-inch Handsome Printed Or-
gandies. Actual 12 1-2 cents
Value.
Standard Prints in Beautiful New Dress Goods
Styles.
Cblumbus 1492 Yard Wide Bleached Cotton. Fin-ished by the Lonsdale Company.
4 *osierCotton.
Or. Chtldrn
'le black dud
or Henriett
's seamless ribbed ilOilt. tast
tan
S Deep's Splendid•-f4e good.. seamless socks, usual 10e
4,c Ladies Jersey
ri lilted vest..
22c ririlinted and plain China and Surat]
99c Hea4y rich all-silk
satins.
3,, 50 1 nc:th I note the width i all wool plain
,‘.. and dtorm serge, worth $I.
Cr. Full blWiched cotton honey
-comb tow
-.7%. els.
isc Pepptiell 10-4
bleached sheeting.
ioc ceenuine New York Camlet
cottonade.
T hilciren's real dongoln solid batherSc-E‘e shoes*
Yard Wide Uubleached
I9c Ladies' fin gunge imported fast blackhose. double sole, heel and toe, can'tbe matched for BSc.
44c steno negligee laundried shirts. col-lars attached or detached, actual sl
goods.
10C 
Ladies fu II bleached combed cooon
ests, Richelieu ribbed. taped neck
and arms.
79c Rich black brocaded silk.
worth 111.25.
25c Double width all wool novelty drossgood N.
sc Exitellent quality twilled
it testa
2  yard 5s Melt pure linen ULII.,14•+. tiedSc..1%' table- damask.
6 1_4c map.,nviii...Lonsdale end Fruit of
the Loom tine bli ached cotton.
12 I-2c Extra hems leather bedtickimg.
99Lad 1.4s• fine rector'. :ie.: ',o,tc.n sires
blacks and tans
MM 
" 
"
Everything New!
Everything Low!
Goods Shall be as Represented!
They Shall be Full Value and
Your Money Back if YOU
 Want It!
RACKET PRICES: READ. RACKETPRICES: READ.
Ladles lac shoes 
 
fitic
- butt n •• 
 
79c
Striblo"s s oes 
 1.25
Men's shoe , congress or lace, 
 
1.00
Tiger bran men's shoes   
1.111Men's unia ndried white shirts   20
•• laurtdriel colored "  25c
- wor shirts 
 
.110c
- dra ers 
 .17c
. MIA• nders 
 7c
" hen kerchiefs 
 Sc
- lineb collars 
 
lic
Moleskin points ,  me
mena jeans pants Nis -47c
White law* string Hee 
 Sr dos
Colored lastn string ties 
 
!coach
Men's sox 
 
Sc-' Pie uff ties 19c
" fine lub ties .... .. ........ .. gac
•• nOr imperial ties 
 .211c
Windsors t es 
 Sc to ilic
Read en...
Plated Colksr Buttons.  
 
lc
Pearl shirtatuds. per set. 
 
kw
Pearl shirt waist nets 
 15c
Seaslcie no els 
 Sc
Memoran m books ... ..... .......... 4c
A lead iwnc Is 
 lc
10 slate ;WIWI'S 
 lc
i pen hulders 
 
 
le
4 pen poin .. 
 
 
 lc
I rubber er r  
 
lc
12 sheets g note paper 
 
 ic
11 good roc lopes .. .... 
 le
Grass bandlnocks 
 lbc
Hammock* •. Xte to $2.48
Inc pair
sac"
I.ace curia ns
Better grs4e
Larger ai
-Special" * yds.  long  Situ, wide only. .11.1n
Lace curt ns 
l .
SLIC to $6 pair
Read n•••
WALL APER—At about
WALL 'A PER—Half the usual price.
Straw licit for Everybody at Cut Prices.
Sickle pia ed spectacles 
Gold plate rim "  
 Site
2 15 fret ills Ing lines 
 
le
Butter ino Ids 
 
tic
Coffee mill  
 .
Tack ham ers . . se
Artie lee I. am freezers .. 111.19 up
White Mo utain 
 . $1.63 UP
Wash pan ...............  ..... ec
Pie pans
Pint cups
Milk pans 
 
2t- up
AV hitt s-sell brasbes  ..... 7c up
Water c(x) rs    tne
Idsh pans I 15c
Cups and ucers 
 
........ 20c set
Plates 
 25e set
100 pc din n r set
'croquet s.•
Feather d ter 
2 good bri • t1211 
Shea timid
Bobber ti Is  
Babe balls
Bird Coat Mocking Bird Cages.
Mirrors 4, in.
-• 5 x lu 
2 Pt .tin c
Racket P esare
011 stoves
Tin cuspid res  
Tin slopbu kets
Water spit ikiers
oat oil en il 
Windoe s ades complete.:..: 
lime
10c to 96c each
' 
106.55
 511c
 15c
 
 Sc up
Sc. up
The
Big
Store
Ladies straw sailors 
 .. ie
Ladies trimmeet straw sailors . ..... .. I* o
Latest styli- sailors The kind 
 
t7c
- " " 
SI.On - 
 nee
- - - lin " . 
1.7S " .... ; la
Ladies shirt Waists . ""--, nic
Better grades 
 X to 64e
United Brand $I 76 quality 
 
ei.16
list 
. 
 
sise
Ladles corsets any size 
 , tic
(ID Corsets 
 
No
La mode-.sr
Warners " rile
R. 11. 
 sse
J. Et. " 
 The
P.C. "  
 LIS
P.D. 
 ma
Read On...
Ribbon. Ribbon, all kinds .. Sc to 75c per yd
Cotton Towels 
 itc
list? inch cotton towels.   lee
Ladies hankerchiefs 
  Sc
Ladies 
 
 41e Ca/ &IC
leather belts 4.. 
 
astosar
" Silk belts 'lee tone
hose, black or tan 
 Sc
seamless black or tan base bei
Better hose 1110 Ms
Ladles Sc tolls
charter Oak calico
Saxony Gingham
Excelisior percales 
 Se par "
17 bars fancy German laundry**, Si0
12 bars Antericen laundry soap , 
 11111
S cakes Japaoes.• complexion**, 11/s
1 dz. cakes small hotel toilet soap  He
Prices Tell Where to But.
Read On...
 Ike Per Yard.
le per "
'wimp qurners Se
Pad hicks , 
 Se
Waterbury clocks .. ........ . 
 
Me
French shoe blacking 
 Sc lose
Revolvers 81 40kile.reies sundries—Ail Kinds.
Floor oil cloth per yard  
 Int
entpaciele napkins. per An 
 Sc
I ' rt•;144 ti,tiLle paper 
 lie roll
Japanese straw matting 
 Mee up
tome tumbes, per set 12c
°obit ts, per set ... ..... Ise
lee cream saucers. per set 
 Sue
re Soda mutter glasses.
Wine glasses. Beer Glasses
a day clock. , 
 
• 
Cook stoves.] 
 
 IS SU vp
Trunks and %'stillites.
Telescopes die to 51.10
Granite milk pans se up
•• Pudding pans 
 Sc up
• Chambers St up
•• ispussits lie up
“ Measures lee
" Tea kettles No.7  
 45c
" Sauee pans toe
.- Cook pots
Full line of Blue and Whitefie
7c Monarch BICYCLES
Sc America
 Itte
to
sat-
Sc up
I'hoeuuiz
Wiuttoui
Caesar
!imperial
14
Sec
Ware.
High Grade.
Full line of $30.00 Wheels .
r
J. H.
- The Racket! — Owner.
••• 
• 
••• •
GRAVES&CONDY
„JEWELERS..
Diamonds, Watches,
Silverware.
Best quality goods. Prices at the
very bottom.
Repairing done promptly and
rectly.
Agents for sewing
supplies.
Howe Building.
••••••••
•
•
(01
•
Main St.
•
• • filii\ss\ffiiN
co r-
machines and
Jso. B. A.. G. LANOHan. Barcsasamos
ROYAL
insuranca Company of liv
(INCORPORATED.
Oamaaredi •
eo
riooi.
BA115*E d CASTLEMAN, Mar &pre o .th' rn Ca; ar!mtet
I Columbia Iluildin Dorm.. v We, Ko
Does the lamed businnas in Kentucky stal largeet in ten Prather') ,;• at, I. SAO also
the largest in the %MM. Liberal and Frogrewilve in )&anage:: .
Summers Building, WALTER F. GARNETT & CO., -
Hopkinsville, Kyst Hopkinsville, Ky.
Local Agents,
es,
:et
•ii
••-z
'''''441441WL r4142.,,I1OV.I, eV, 
• memsese e-
t
Q44N4AV,I " —
, . 
• 1.
'Tee
:ere lee', so elel..4 .)Z.
soseie= --oen
• eesteseeet ooze • .j.-Cf,..-•-•14.":4441:." •••- ' oec...
e ••".•44'
"'Ac,•-
41,
I VEItS.
FE,/ aR. T ALMAGE ON THE HEALTH
OF THE BODY.
Tlutt Mostly Concerns This
Vet Spiritual and Physical Condi-
, .,• Are Largely Dependisat Upoo Elba k
tir.
.eintwurox, May is. — Dr. Tab
•et merman of today has more to do
. this life than the life to come and
be a warning against all forms of
1. :eation. Text, Proverbs
"Till a dart strike through his liver."
Selomou's anatomical and physiolog-
I imenveries were so very great that
le nearly 3,000 years &betel of the
• . .eists of his day. He, more than
1. 0 years before Christ, seemed to
k..c about the circulation of the blood,
es- Harvey discovered 1,619 years
alt. r Christ, for when Solomon in Eo-
cl. s, describing the human body,
• ses of the pitcher at the fountain he
ee..e.ntly means the three canals lead-
o .2 from the heart that rteeeive the
b., like pitchers. When be speaks in
Ecclesiastes of the silver cord of life, he
evidently means the spinal marrow,
about iiich in our day Drs. Mayo and
Caos r and Dalton and Flint and
Lr-:-,.ird have experimented.
An - • oeuon recorded in the Bible,
ta. ueeede of years before scientists dis-
c... red it, that in his tine+ the spinal
o el relaxed in old age, producing the
te. r- of hand and head, or the au--
1i • loosed."
et be reveals thefact that he
cab driver o-uo took him to a wroog
place,, instead of the river bank, that
be did not commit suicide.
Spiritual toneliticui so mightily affeft-
ed by the physical state, • what a gri4at
opportunity this gives to the Christ4iu
peesteian, for hi. can feel at the sta . e
time both the pulse of the body rind the
pulse of the soul, end he can administer
to both at one., anti if nivellaille IS ii 4i1-
ad he can give that, and if mpiriteal
counsel is tweeted he can give that—sur
earthly and a divine prescription at elie
same time—and call on not only the
apothecary of earth, but the pharmdcy
of heaven. Ah, that is the kind of Nie-
to: I want at my bedside, one that can-
not only count out the right numberiof
drops, but who can also pray. Thee is
the kind of doctor I have had in lily
bouee when sickness or death canitei I
do not want any of your profligateor
atheistic doctors around my loved °ties
when the balances of life are trenibliire
A doctor who has gone through the
noolical college and in dissecting robin
has traversed the wonders of the hunian
11100filinisM and found no God in any of
the labyrinths is a fool and cannot dee-
tor we or mine. But, oh, the Christian
doctors! What a comfort they have been
in many of our households! And they
ought to have a warm place in our prey-
ere as well as praise on our tongues. l
I bless God that the number of Chris-
tian physicians is multiplying and soeue
of the students of the medical colleges
are here today, and I hail you and Or-
dain you to the tender, beautiful, heav-
en descended work of a Christian phy-
!dentin and when you take your diplotna
from the medical college to look atter
the perishable body be sure also to get a
diploma from the skies to look after the
h ..; - :led that largest gland of the imperishable soul. Let all Christian
1: .. ,n system, the liver, not by the physicians unite with ministers of the
e etrio light of the modern dissecting gospel in persuading good people that it
e • 7U, but by the dim light of a com- is not because God is against them that
.etively dark age, and yet had seen its they sometimes feel depressed, but be-
in. . reent functions in the God built came of their diseased bodies. I simmers
cee'e f the human body, its selecting David the psalmist was no more pieta
awl - • 7- - • e eower, its curious cells, when he rolled on everything hunian
its ....ar:a at; el L ranching tubes, a divine and angelic, animate and inanimate,
WOrlicu:Allan.lp in central and right tuxl even from snowflake to eneefoane,4 to
left . :.. And the hepatic artery through praise God than when he said, "Out of
whi. a e. e the crimson tides. Oh, this the depths of hell have I cried unto
vital or.. : . is like the eye of God in thee, 0 Lord," or that Jeremiah was
that it ne - - r sleeper! more pious when be wrote his prophecy
Solomon knew of it and had noticed than when he wrote his Laments-
either in vivisection or pest mortem bons, or Job when be said, "I know
what awful attacks sin and dienpation that my Redeemer liveth," than when
make upon it, until the fiat of Almighty covered over with the pustules of 41e-
God bids the body and soul separate, phantiasis HS he sat in the ashes scrateb-
a- ' the one it commends to the grave ing the scabs off with a broken piecd of
en the other it send to judgment. A pottery, or that Alexander Cruden, ,he
J iin of retribution, not glancing off coucordist, was a better man when he
ekiner a slight wound, but Piercing compiled the book that has helped
s liver." 
10,000 students of the Bible than when- . .0 to side "till a dart strike
under the power of physical disorder he
. .. —1 Hippocrates ascribe to the was handcuffed and strait waistcoated
lo . r the morn of the world's moral de- in Bethnal Green Insane asylum. " Ob, "
1: 'Wile and the word melancholy says some Christian man, "no one ought
re- ',lack bile, to allow physical disorders to depress
0 h to you the gospel of health.
,z. a diagnosis of diseases of the
e..- -, i must also take a diagnosis of
e -...-. '4 of the body. As if to recognize
-, one whole book of the New Testa-
o was written by a physician. Luke
e- . a medical doctor, and he discourses
. la of the physical conditions, and David, and like Jeremiah, and like
- us of the good Samaritan's rued- Cowper, and like Alexander Cruden,
71 ef the wounds by pouring in oil . ad like 10,000 other invalids, be piny-
% ...le, and recognizes hunger as a nig a dead march on the same otian
L:estrance to hearing the gospel, so that with which now you play a staocatezit
Atesenions People. I
My object at this point is not onl3t to
; .
5,000 were fed. He also records the
esoiree diet of the prodigal away from
:::,‘ and the extinguished eyesight of
eear by the wayside, and lets us
the hemorrhage of the wounds
-lying Christ and the miraculous
.rtem resuscitation. Any esti-
• the spiritual condition that does
re . .ade also the physical condition
is . eeomplete.
Hear! and Liver.
VN* • -1 the door keeper of congress fell
O. • m excessive joy because Bur-
• 
--. 4nrrendered at Saratoga, and
p V I Spain dropped dead at the
in s of his country's defeat in battle,
a...I Cardinal Wolsey faded away as the
neen of Henry Vrn's anathema, it was
-1 that the body and soul
-, twins, and when you thrill
t:: • r:-. with joy or sorrow you thrill
tee ; r. We may as well recognize the
toe:oolong fact that there are two
• oressee in the human body, the
a 1 ueliver, the heart the for-
mess - --es, the liver the fortress
of mu -2 jrr-.You may have the bead
tilled with all intellecthalities, and the
ear with all musical appreciation, and
the ear e -1 all musical appreciation,
and the r• uth with all eloquence, and
the han,'. ,,-•th all industries, and the
heart w:7.; i aenerosities, and yet "a
dart strike through the liver."
Finn, let Christian people avoid the
tristak,' that they are all wrong with
e..1 ;se is el they suffer from depres-
Fr 11 r a consecrated man
hse ' urinal sky befogged
aii,1 71:4 0 : neaven blotted out and
p,unit,-,i chin deep in the slough
ef .ieetxaid and has said: "My heart is
net reiet with dead, and I think I must
bac-. :04.,;,-• a mistake and instead of be-
ll:a a I of light I am a child of
Ne one can feel as gloomy as
I kt', ''hristian." And he has
gone ;.:2125 minister for consolation, and
he hi' -ollected Flavel's books and
• s. •Ss PitH. Baxter's books and read
and ! 1". '• id and prayed and pray-
s,: ie.! sie .1 and wept and wept and
sv eme aned and groaned and
ge aped. My brother, your trouble is
c.; with the heart; it is a gastric disor-
..- a or a rebellion of the liver. You
ee, ol a physician more than you do a
. rerman. It is not sin that blots out
• hope of heaven, but bile. It not
yellows your eyeballs, and furs
7 tongue, and makes your head ache,
..• swoops upon your soul in deject ions
. forebodings. The devil is after you.
see failed to despoil your character,
ate does the next best thing for him
raffles your peace of mind. When
re eon that you are not a forgiven soul,
when he says you are not right with
feel. when be says that you will never
• - to Leaven, he lies. If you are in
-rat you are just as sure of heaven as
egb you were there already. But sa-
finding that be cannot keep you
• of the promised land of Canaan,
ham determined that the spies shall not
(ring you any of the Eschol grapes be-
'cerebroid, and that you shall have noth-
ing but prickly pear and crabapple.
You are just as much a Christian now
under the cloud am you were when you
were accustomed to rise in the morning
at 5 o'clock to pray and sing "Hallelu-
iah, 'tie done!"
My friend, Rev. Dr. Joseph F. Jones
of Philadelphia, a translated spirit now,
wrote a book entitled, "Man, Moral and
Physical," in which he shows how dif-
ferent the same things may appear to
different people. says: "After the
great battle on the Miecio in 18.19, be-
tween the French and the Sardinians
on the one side and the Austrians on
the other. Jo disastrous to the latter.
toe cieteatect army retreated, followed
by the victors. A description of the
march of each army is given by two
correspondents of the London Times,
one of whom traveled with the success-
ful host, the other with the defeated.
The difference in views and statements
of the same place, scenes and events is
re markable. The former are said to be
,7 .1-iing through a beautiful and lux-
ureent country during the day and at
night encamping where they are imp-
plied with an abundance of the beet
provisions and all sorts of rural dain-
ties. There is nothing of war about the
proceeding except its stimulus and ex-
citement. On the side of the poor Aus-
trians it is just the reverse. In his let-
ter of the same date, describing the
same places and a march over the same
road, the writer can warmly find words
to set forth the suffering, impatience
and disgust existing around him. What
sees 'pleasant to the former was intoler-
• to the latter. What made all this
e retire? asks the author. 'One condi-
' se The French are victorious,
018 have been defeated.'"
41118 of Black Elle.
lily.1,./tr brother, the road you are
ling is the plume you have been
tr -eing a lotig while, but the differ-
el., in your physical conditions makes
it look different, and therefore the
two reports you have given of yourself
are as widely different as the reports in
the London Times from the two cor-
respondents. Edward Payson, 80)110-
times so far up on the mu tat that it
seemed as if the centripetarfores of
earth could no longer hold him, soiree-
times through a physical disorder Was
so far down that it SOCMCC1 as if the
nether world would clutch him. Poor
William Cowper was a most excellent
Christian and will be loved in the
Christian church as 10Dtt am it sings his
humus beginning, "There is a fountain
e.led with blond," "Oh, for a rimer
walk 'with God," "What various hitt-
dranees we meet" and "God mower in
▪ tnyatezions way " Yet was he PO over-
come..1 melenehele , ; .st t :-.r'-diseased. And what the
par au!, thanuch the- 121.4144.4 nWu • A -Let DOW is MOW eltaillAS4 gil-
his sonL He ought to live so near God
as to be always in the sunshine." Iles,
that is good advice, but I warrant that
you, the man who gives the advice, has
a Round liver. Thank God for a health-
ful hepatic condition, for as certaihly
as you lose it you will sometimes, like
emolliate the criticisms of those in good
health against thoee in poor health, but
to show Christian people who are mitre-
billow what is the matter with them.
Do not charge against the heart the
crimes of another portion of your organ-
ism. Do not conclude that because ;the
path to heaven is not arboreal with as
fine a foliage or the banks beautifelly
snowed with exquisite chrymanthernanis
as once, that therefore you are on :the
wrong road. The road will bring frou
out at the same gate, whether you Walk
with the stride of an athlete or ceime
up on crutches. Thousands of Cltrise
tiano morbid about their experierices
and morbid about their business and
morbid about the present and rucebid
about the future, need the sermon I,ain
now preaching.
Another practical use of this subject
is for the young. The theory is abroad
that they must first sow their wild Oats
and afterward Michigan wheat. Eset
me break the delusion. Wild oats :are
generally sown in the liver, and they
can never be pulled up. They so
el:Ty that organ that there is no r,io.0
for the implantation of a righteens crop.
Ion see aged men about us at 60 erect,
agile, splendid, grand old men. How
much wild oats did they sow betwieen
18 years and 30? None, absolutely none.
God does not very often honor with old
age those who have in early life sarri-
ficed swine on the altar of the bodily
temple. Remember, 0 young man, teat,
while in alter life and after yeah; of
dissipation you may perhaps have pious
heart changed, religion does sot chabge
the liver. Trembling and staggering
along them streets today are men,: all
bent and decayed and prematurely .old
for the reason that they are paying,for
liens they put upon their physical estate
before they were 30. By early dissipa-
tion they put on their body a first newt-
gage and a second mortgage and a third
mortgage to the devil, and them meert-
gagee are now being foreclosed, and all
that remains of their earthly estate the
undertaker will soon put out of might.
Many years ago, in fulfillment of eny
text, a dart struck through their liter,
and it is there yet. God forgives, but
outraged physical law never, never,
never. That has a Sinai, but no Cal-
vary. Solomon in my text knew what
be was talking about, and be rises up
on his throne of worldly splendor to
shriek out a warning to all the seen-
tunics. 
•
Stephen A. Donglali gave the name
of "squatter sovereignty" to those Who
went out west and took possession' of
lands and held them by right of preoc-
cupation. Let a flock of sins settle on
your liver before you get to 23 yeare of
age, and they will in all probability
keep possession of it by an infernal
squatter sovereegnty. "I promise to fury
at the bank $500 six months fioni
date," nays the promissory note. :"I
promise to pay my life 30 years feom
date at the bank of the grave," Reyes
every infraction of the laws of Your
physical being.
Liver Complaints.
What? Will a man's body never cern-
pletely recover from early dissipation
in this world? Never. How about the
world to come? Perhaps God will fix it
up in the resurrection body 90 thad it
will not have to go limping through all
eternity. But get the liver thoroughly
damaged, and it will stay damaged as
long as you are here. Physicians call it
cirrhosis of the liver or inflammation
of the liver or fatty degeneration of the
liver, but Solomon 'into all these pipes
into one figure end says, "Till a (art
strike through his liver." 1
Hesiod seemed to have some hint of
this tylen he represented Prometheue
for his crimes fastened to a pillar end
an eagle feeding on his liver, which
was renewed again each night, so that
the devouring went on until finelly
Hercules slew the eagle and 'Tweed
Prometheus. And a dissipated early lift'
118SurV8 a ferocity pecking away end
clawing away at the liver year in and
year out, and death is the only Herettlem
who can break the power of its heath or
unclench its claw. So, also, others
wrote fables about vnItures preying
upon the liver, but there are those here
with whom it it no fable, but a terrtfic
reality,
That young man smoking cigaretitee
and smoking cigars has no idea thut4e)
is gutting for himself mucked lieier.
That young man has no idea thaehe
has by early dissipation so depleted 1318
energies that he will go into the beetle
only half armed. Here is another yoning
man who, if he put all his fortes
against the regiment of youthful tentp-
tationa in the strength of God, might
drive them back, but he is allowing
them to be re-enforced by the whole
army of midlife temptations, and west
but immortal defeat can await him? ,
Oh, ray young brother, do not make
the mistake that thousands are making
in opening the battle against sin too
late, for this world too late, and for the
world to come too late! What britige
that expiress train from St. Louis into
Jersey City three hours late? They lest
15 minutes early on the route, and that
affected them all the way, and they bad
to be switched off here and switched Off
there and detained here and detainied
there, and the man who losee time tied
strength in the earlier part of the joer-
ney of life will suffer for it all the Way
through, the first 20 years of life dam-
aging the following 50 years.
ome years ago a scientific lectri
went through the country exhibiting n
s
great canvas different parts of the /In-
man body when healthy and the mine
ver
tentIst to go through tne country, snow-
ing to cur young people on ',lazing can-
vas the drunkard's liver, the idler's liv-
er, the libertine's liver, the gambler's
liver. Perhaps the spectacle might stop
some young man before he conies to the
catastrophe and the dart strikes through
his liver.
Epitaphs.
My tearer, this is the Bret serruou
you have beard on the gospel health,
and it may be the last you will eve r
bear en that subject, and I charge you
in the moue of God and Christ and um-
fulnese and eternal destiny take better
cure of your health. When sonic of you
die, if your friends put on your tomb-
stone a truthful epitaph, it will rend,
"Here lies the victim of late saw re,"
or it will be, "Behold what lobster sal-
lel at midnight will do for a men," or
it will be. "Ten cigars a day clesed my
earthly existence" or it will he,
"Thought I could do at 70 what I did
at 20, ami I am here," or it will be,
"Here is the consequence of sitting a
half day with wet feet," or it will be,
"This is where I have stacked my har-
vest of wild oats," or instead of words
the stone cutter will chisel for an epi-
taph on the tombstone two figures--
namely, a dart and a liver.
There is a kind cf sielsnese that is
beautiful when it comes from overwork
for God, or one's country, or cue's own
faintly. I have seen wounds that we no
glorious. I have seen an empty sleeve
that w s more beautiful than the most
muscular forearm. I have well a green
shade over the eye, shot out in Lattice,
that was more beautiful than any two
eyes that had passed withcut injury. I
have seen an old missionary, worn out
with the malaria of Afrieau jungles,
who looked to MO more radiant than a
rubicund gymuast. I have seen a moth-
er, after six Wet -kw' watching over a
family of children down with scarlet
fever, with a glory around her pale and
wan face that surpa.seed the angelic. It
all depends on how you got your sick-
ness and in what battle your wound-'e.
If we must get sick and worn out, let
it be in God's service and in the effete
to make the world good. Not in the
service of sin. No, no! One of the meet
pathetic peeves that I ever winos)+, aud
I often ere it, is that of men or women
converted in the tildes or sixties or sev-
enties wanting to be useful, but they so
served the world and eaten in the ear-
lier parte,f the in life that they have no
physical energy left for the service of
God. Tbey sacrificed nerves, mueeles,
lieart and liver on the oreng al-
tar. They fought en the wimor side.
and now, when their SA ord is all hack-
ed to ere t esir aremroirin.• yrr-
they enlist for Emmininel. When the
high mettled cavalry horse, which that
man spurred into many a cavalry charge
with champing bit and flaming eye and
neck clothed with thunder, is worn out
and spavined and ringbcued and spring-
halt, rides up to the great Captain
of our salvation on the white horee and
offers his services. When such persons
might have been, through the good hab-
its of a lifetime, crashing their battle-
ax through the helmeted iniquities,
they are spending their days and uighte
in discussing the best way of curing
their indigestion, and quieting their
jangling nerves, and rousing their lag-
gard appetite, and trying to extract the
dart from their outraged liver. Better
converted late than never. Oh, yew, for
they will get to heaven! But they will
go afoot when they might have wheeled
up the steep hills of the sky in Elijah's
chariot. There is an old hymn that we
used to sing in the country meeting
house when I WAS a boy, and I TUDat•m-
ber how that old folks' voices trembled
with emotion while they sang it. I have
forgotten all but two lines, but these
lines are the peroration of my sermon:
'Twin save us from a thutisquad snare,'
To ',ono relicion sweet.
In the Yosemite Valley a
while ago, a young fellow
went out on the edge of a
shelving recipice two thou-
sand f, high, and balanced
himse on his head. A lit-
tle sr, or little puff of wind
won't have sent him te,
etc,: ey Not one man in ft
million would be that kit-.' may prove fatal in a few days, but old
of a fool. But nine men • 1
ten are all the time takii.g
foolish chances.
There is no deadly ta iii
about a little fit of indi;,les-
lion or biliousness, and yet
if a man allows these troub-
les to get a hold on him he
is taking serious risks.
Dyspepsia alone se idom
kiils res.-body ; that
is, it only kills you
by inches, and takes
a good many years
doing it. But it
weakens and under-
mines the constitu.
tion so that it is all
ready to receive and
fertilize the danger-
ous diseases which
do kill you outright.
Disease-germs
won't grow in
healthy blood any
more than corn aid
grow on a rock. A
man who keeps his
cliu'esti,,n pet fer.d and
his blood pure may
eat and drink and
breathe disease-
germs, but they gain
no foothold. They
are cost out of the
system. But a man
with a dyspepsia-
weakened constitu-
tion breathes in typhcid or diphtheretie
germs and down he goes.
The best health-insurance a man can have
is Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery.
It acts directly on the stomach and liver.
It gives the blood-making organs power to
make healthy blood. It clarifies the blood
from all impurities, and builds up the
healthy flesh, muscular power and nerve
energy, which fortifies you against disease.
His life-long success in the treatment of
chronic diseases has given Dr. Pierce's
medicines a world wide reputation. His
"Pleasant Pellets" cure constipation.
lieThe concert was too much for Greece.
It now remains to be seen how far the
Sultan will be able to resist its persua-
sive strait's.
It be made a matter of public
knoolioge that DeWitt's Witch H I
Salve Vl ill speedily eure piles of re,•
longeet Mending. It is the household
favorite for burns, wake', cuts, bruises
and sores of all kinds. It C. Hardwick. '
Be tween a little too much democo.cy
in Greece and the old-fashioned despot
ion of Turkey, the powers of Europe,
still prefer the latter.
- -
An eye for an eve and a tooth for a
tooth, is the old Mosaic eoctrine, but
the electors of to-day Faye the eve-sight
by applying Stitherlances Emile Eye
Salve. It mires; all forms of sore toes
and graven:0.A lids. It stremohens
weak eyes. Sold by R 0. Hardwick.
It is hinted that Mr. McKinley svil
make some stump speeches for Mr. Han-
na in Ohio. There must be something
the matter with Hanna.
Thirty years is a long time to fight so
painful a trouble as piles, bne .lecob
Mitchell, of Unionville, Pa., e toweled
that long before he tried DeWitt's
Witch Hazel Salve, which quickly ani
pernianently cured hint. It is equally
effective in eczema and all skin affec-
tions. R. C. Hardwick.
The German Emperor's ministers are
too prudent to oppose or criticise his
course. They visit a distant part of the
Empire and send in their resignations.
When the spring time comes "gentle
Annie," like all either sensible persons,
will cleanse the liver and renovate the
syftem with DeWitten Little Early
Risers, famous ettle pills for the liver
and stomach all the year round.
Mark Hanna etood the strain very
well until the Kentucky obligation fell
due, and he saw the crowd that had
come on to collect it, says the Welshing-
ton Post.
When a cold is eoutracted, cure it at
once. One Minute Cough Care will set
you on the road to recoveryin a minute.
It will cure pneumonia, bronchitis,
croup and all forms of lung and throat
troubles. It. C. Hardwick.
Weyler is probably of the opinion
that Old Gomez is making it sufficient-
ly hot for him without exelonsul (en-
eral Lee testifying in his report to the
fact of his military incapacity.
Arsenic is the poison most chill tonics
contain. Dr. Bell's Peppermeut Chill
Tommie does not contain arsenic or any
poison. It makes bone and flesh for
children. It cures chills so they stay
cured. Sold by R. 0. Ilardwick.
The St. Louis l'ost Dispatch of a re-
cent elate says: "The last ex President
was vigorously denounced in the Senate
Saturday. It takes a long time to re-
cover from the dislike to Grover."
Unconditional surrender, is the only
terms those famous little pills known as
DeWitt's Little Early Risers will make
with constipation, sick headache and
stomach tronbies. R. C. Hardwick.
Pullman palace car potters are said to
be complatuing of the fact diet travel-
ers have quit tipping them. In these
times of merciless competition, no quar-
ter seems to be the prevailing rule.
Croup and whooping cough are child-
hood's terrors; but like pneumonia,
bronchitis, and other throat and lung
troubles can be quickly cured by using
one Minute Cough Cure. It C. Hard-
wick.
Gov. Taylor, cif Tennessee, will re-
sign in Oetober in order to return to the
lecture platform with his violin and
humorous monologue. It is the old
story of the faiseinatiou of the foot-
lights.
ProfessioRal Gar ds.
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Net only acute lung troubles, which
r and Circus Vaudeville - oompr„i„„ De.Chill tonics (containing arsenic make , ' G Startling aril Amazing Exiii1,itions by Male and Female Magicians.chilkren look fat—it's not flesh. Arse- Snake Charmers, Fire Kings, Juggler., Dancers, Lightning Calculators, Musesenie puffs them up and ruins their bone.
chine, Child Oracle, Variety Artists and others. Performers on Every Known
Musical Instrument.
Museum of Living Human Curiosities.
Contaiuing Midget Man, Orissa Twins, Etc.
s dangerous. It should only be
riven by the direction of a physician.
Dr. Bell's Peppermint Chill Tonic con-
tains no arseuir. It contains no kind of
poison. It cures chills permanehtly
It makes stout, sontal lone and rieh, red
blood; flesh vigor and vitality. Seed by
R C. Hardwick.
President McKinley is said to have
tired.of the persistency of the Ohio of-
fice seekers, and the latter are thorough-
ly disgusted with the procrastination of
the Freeident. The Ohioans appear to
be pulling apart.
Do your eyes ever smart, burn or feet
rough ?—Sotitherland's Eagle Eye Salve
will banish that feeling. It will make
you vision clear and distinct and will
eziahle you to read without tiring. Put
Put up in 25 emit tubes, convenient and
nice to use. Two applications are worth
ten times the price. Sold by R. C.
Hartle ick.
If Greece is going to:maintain a roy-
al Government sh.• can probably do no
better than to retain the present one.
There are plenty of royal personages
out of jobs now, andthe list should not
be added to unless the'- additions are in
the interest of the growth of republics.
Dr Bell's Peppernent Chill Tonic is
perfe t liven laxative—anti inalurial
;mei Mood purifier. Removes eilions•
nem without purging. Cures chills; anti
inches the complexion good. Goaree•
teed by all dealsrs, Sold by R. C.
Hardwiek.
„
Now that all the Power have come
out of the ir hiding pines to talk over
the terms of peace, Greece can see just
how many opponents she has been con-
tending against.
Mr. Will Skillman, Bums, Ky., had
sore eyes for years. He tried many
doctors and remedies and always failed
to get relief until he tried Sutherland's
Eagle Eye Salve, which cured him in-
side of one week.
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
It must take quite. a long while to
keow a St. Louis man, as a womau in
that city after fifty continuous years of
married life, has brought suit for a cti-
vOree.
Personal—The geutleman who an-
noyed the congregation last Sunday by
continually coughing will Iliad instant
relief by using One Minute Cough Cure
a speedy and hirmless remedy for
throat and lung troubles. It. 0. Hard-
wick,
Christian England is not going to
worry herself in the slightest over the
fate of Christian Greece as long as no-
body tries to interfere with her route to
India,
Eye waters or salves contining sugar
of lead are lead are dangerom. Some-
times sore eyes are cured with them—
lead poison does not always result.
Thousands of persons have lost their
eyes as a result of the use of snch prep-
arations. Sutherland Eagle Eye Salve
contains no lead arid cannot injure the
eyes of a babe. Sold by R. C. Hard-
wick.
The Cincinnati Times-Star say: "Now
that the airship is a go, it is in order for
John Bull to fit out an expedition to
stake off a claim above the clouds."
chronic coughs and throat tfonblee may
receive immediate reliefeind be perma-
nently cared by Oue Minim Cough
Cure.
The account of the farewell banquet
given to Ambassador Bayard stated that
there was "a notable absence of a ma
jority of the best-known Americans re-
siding in London." Perhaps they had
their reasons
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* CLAIREITE SOAP
and rub and wear
-neeseo-
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ault.
but the fault of the
soap that your hus-
band's shirts are not.
white. Don't scrub I.
them out using an
inferior so ip—use Clairctte.
takes the yellow out of clothes and whitens and
softens them. Not injurious because it's pure.
Will pay you to think to ask for "Clairette."
Sold everywhere. Marie only by
TI1E N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY, ST. LOUIS.
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Livery, Feed AND
_ SaleStable.
.-!•,atel
Corner Virginia and. Seventh Streets,
llopkinsv tile, Kentucky
Rigs furnished day or night
"giliSin Wed1 May 1,1:0
The World's Largest, Grandest and
Best Amusement Institution.
Barnum & Bailey,
Greatest bhc w On Earth
•
‘t)
70 Trained Horses Performing at One Time in One Ring
The Grandest Equine Spectacle Ever Devised.
40 Fine Bay Horses in one Wondrous Team.
24 Elephants Performing in Three (3) Rings at One 'rime!
Largest Display of Pachyderms on the Continent.
50 Champion Aerialists in Mid-air Feats! 12 Champion Bareback Eques-
trians! 50 World's Famous Jockeys and Crack Star Light-weights!
ALAR, The Human Arrow, Shot FromA Huge Crossbow!
Novel Features.
SupberiesZquestriang•Tourna nut
With Prize Winning High-Jumping Horses and Ponies
May Pole Dances and Fox Hunters' Meet,
1,000 Newly Added Wonders and Attractions!
300 - Skilled and Remarkable Performers - 300
20 - Old-Time, Modern and Pantomimic Clowns - 20
3 3
3 - Elevated Stages for Special Performers - 3
1 - Racing Track for Desperate and Thrilling Contests - 1
1 - Living Giantess, nearly Nine Feet Tall 1
2 Radica and Doodica, the Famous Orissa Twins 2
1 - Great Peter the Small, Weighing Only 6i Pounds - 1
1 - Giantess Gorilla, Only One in Captivity - 1
2 - Menageries of Wild and Trained Beasts - 2
24 - Of the Biggest Performing Elephants - 24
2 - Droves of Asiatic Camels axd Dromedaries - 2
70 Trained Horses Peforming at once in One Ring 70
2 - - Droves of Tiny Shetland Ponies -
100 - Daring Circus and Equestrian Acts - 100
1,000 Performers, Artists, Specialists and People 1,000
2,000 - Tons of Pure Moral Amusement - 2,000
To Be Seen Nowhere Outside These Shows!
Circus Rings with 3 Full Companies
f. •
r seir-
rz 4 :7:111-°..!ElEPHANTSZTFAILIAPISICA.= 
Strange Quaarupeds From Every Clime:
Giant and Dwarf Animals of All Kinds.—Steer with 3 eyes, 3 nostrils and 3
horns; Diminutive Cattle, Tiny Zebus and Ponies Cute little Dwarf Elephants,
Hairless Mare, Etc. efje"Extraordinary Features and Wonderful Attractions.
All new for the season.
New - Million - Dollar - Free - Street - Parade!
Return of Columbus to Rircolona, and the Immense and Supberb Team of
40 horses, at le A. M. on Show Day. Cheap Excursions from all points. Two Per-
formances Daily, at 2 and S P. M. Doors open an hour earlier.
Admission to Everything, 50c. Children nr,r ,ea„ Half-Price
Reserved Seats at regular price, and Admission Tickets at usual advance at
I. L. ELGIN'S DRUG STORE, No. 4 North Main Street,
Will Exhibit at ,,.1AY.115T11; NASHVILLE, MAY LITI1; CLAItiCss
0
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SHOULD NOT BE REDIR ED.
Congressman Evans gays he doesn't
Mink that Secretary Gage's suggestion
that the internal revenue tax ou whisky
can be reeneed from $1 10 to tieiety
cents per gallon and thehoneled pee its,
nom, ight to three 3 piste a -el b t acted
upoa at this seseien of Congress. There
is really no reason why Seertetary Gage's
recommendlitien—madre iii the intereet
of the t istillers—honld be aeted mem
at all. When there net deficit in .the
Government's revenue 4 a proeosi ion to
reduce the tax on a hielty shouid not be
entertained for a monitiet. The fate is,
the tax on whi•ky, beer, tobaec and
other torture now subjectto internal
r. venue Meatier] should be inerteured hi
n very large meesure so as to leave the
tariff robeers in excuse for taxi -.g the
nee-tees/it ice of life. It matters net how
high the tiuiff may be on u-hi-ky and
beer if the tax on the sugar, the coffee,
the woolen clothes, the. tin buckets and
plates, in short, all of the things that
the poor people of the land are compell-
ed to have in order te live at all can
thereby be abolished or even lowered in
the slightest., and as long as these neces-
saries are heavily taxed no man with
the slightest amount of conscience could
advocate a reduetiou of the tax on whis-
ky lied beer, two thitigs that people
have no beeiness baying unless they
have money that they do not need for
auy useful purpose. Shortly after the
war the tax on whisiey en-as $2 per gal-
lon, and nobody was hurt by it, and
whisky was rretailedat even a lower
price than it is now. There was then
no Whisky Trust trying to reap colonial
profits each year, profits on watered
stock. No, the thternal revenue tax on
whisky should not be lowered, rather
let it be increased if it is to be changed
at all, and by all means let it be increas-
ed if the taxes on any of the necessaries
of iife can be reduced thereby, and they
could and would be but for the fact that
it would pa-hut out to the people that all
the money necessary to defray the ex-
penses of our Government could be
raised by internal taxation on luxuries,
which would forever put an end to high
protective tariffs, and that would mean
death to the trusts—add life to the great
masses of the people. ,
-_ —
The Indian Government still has
nearly 3,000 000 on its relief works, and
there is no prospect of betterment of
the famine situation before the time of
the fall harvest in September. Even
then the improvement cannot be very
great, and it will take years for India to
recov m effeder from the ts of the femme
Ile plague situation in India is no bet-
ter. The number of heaths in Bombay
cud in Kurrachee is lessening, but the
plague is spreading steadily into the in-
terior, where it is reaping a great liar
vest among the half-starved and enfeeb-
led inhabitants.
Instead of contributing largely to fete
the people of India, Who, by the way,
are subjects of the richest Gcvernment
on earth, would it not be better if the
people of the United States would begin
at home, feed the half starvol millions
in our big cities, and when that is done
Ito down to our neigabors in Cuba and
feed them and also feed the starving
eitizens of the Unittoi States that are
now located in Cuba? Why send our
money and grain to the British subject/.
in far off India when there are millions
Oarviug right at our door, millions who
really have claims upon our charity?
The Cuban patriots need food, and the
peeple of the United States should send
it to them.
The Florida Legislature deadlocked
just as our body of scions did, but when.
the deadleck was broken finally the
State was not disgreced as Kentucky
was by the election of Deboe, "a one-
horse," "jack-leg" lawyer and a quack
doctor. The man who makes a failure
in the medical world, who can not suc-
ceed in making people believe that they
have appendicetis when they only have
a stitch in then: side, or who cannot
convince people that every ailment is a
fatal milady has no business attempt-
ing anything else.
Sultan Abdul, if he -had money, might
give the six powers a great deal of trou-
ble, and he might eveo find one of them
an ally, Christian nations having be.
'owe accustomed to Christian massa-
eres.
The Republicans are in supreme e011'
trol of the nutioual Government- 1 he
have had ample opportunity to try their
hand, but prosperity has not come, and
aolody can see even the shadow of it
under the far horizon. Meanwhile the
silver sentiment is steadily growing and
strengthening and the figure of William
Jennings Bryan as the Man of MO
:ooms up larger and larger.
The Republican Senators Who are
holding an autopsy on the mangled re-
mains of the Dingled bill appear to have-
•onie to one sane conclusion, one that
the general public- came to many years
ago. They have been forced to acknowl-
edge that a prohibitory tariff will not
produce revenue, their increase of the.
beer tax is a confession. However effec-
tive it may be in fostering monopolies it
will rot cure a deficit, and they are,
therefore, compelled to supplement it
with sonic revenue Mies.
Don't Tobacco Spit lind, Smoke Your
Life Away.
If you want to quit tobacco using eas-
ily and forever, be made well, strong,
magnetic, full of new life and vigor,
take No-To-Bac, the woieter-worker,
that makes weak men strong. Many
gain ten pounds in teudays. Over Vele
2)00 cured. Buy No-To-Bac of your
erusrpist, under guarantee to cure, 50e
or $1.00. Booklet and sample mailed
free. Ad. Sterling Remedy Co., Chica-
go or New York.
A schooner steered by a dead helms-
man is the latest weird story brought in
by mariners of the traekless deep, but it
isn't so strange as tale might think.
Many a landlubber has seen schooners
sail past him under the guidance of a
eold hand marble heart, mays the New
York World.
The indications are that when the
time comes to choose ft Senator for the
full term, the Forakerites will not again
surrender to Hauna, but taking his cue
from John Sherman, Foraker will have
a Democrat elected as :his colleague, be-
cause in that way Itrolublican Senators
will be able to control'all the Ohio pat-
ronage, at least he thinks so.
The Powers rem to want Crete to re-
main in Turkfteh hands until they get
remedy to cut Turkey ,up among them-
selves. When will that be? They are
not sensitive about the rights of Turkey.
Nature bane made such ti strange and
strategic division af land and water in
list- country that the+ boosts will find it
ifficult to make ii divisiou among them-
-
Dr. Bell's Peppermint Chill Tonic
presents a happy combluation of simple
and harndeso vegetable remedies. The
first dose warms the brood Alle promotes
its circulation. You feel better as soon
as you take it It is dttrerent from any
other. It-is better than any other. It
cures the chills so they stay cured anti
leaves your stomach, lixer and digestive
0179013in a healthful condition. Sold
by It. C. Hardwick.
King George doesn't. like Turkey too
hot.
Senator Daniel, of Virginia, is right,
all Democratic conventions held should
indorse especially the' tgiancial plank of
the Chicago peitfortn, the free and un-
limited coinage of silver at the old ratio.
Rheumatism Cured In • Day.
"Mystic Cure" for Rheumatism and
Ne iresigni ra lically cures in 1 to 3 days.
Its action upon the eysfe.m is remarkable
Thrilling story of circus life, by the eminent novelist, Charles Theodore Mar- and no-stewing. It reoPwee at once the
ELY'S cnr 551 P.A II NI I. a positive mare. if used ' '—zvrv. francis w 
ray, profusely illustreted, beautiful colored cover. came and the disease iinmeliately die-
ii e o tale i No And in the cn.,..„, appears. The first dose greases, be ;Aptay tato the rtria,. It 4 (4 ,1 icily absorbecL PI Poole, Pastor Central Pres. Ohurcht For Sale in all Book Stores, :::Zit, 
"a° i 45 cents. Sold by H. 0. Liardwink by ens; s m g- i
x.di awn! KRA. 64 Warren al. blew VIA* Clit 
i I'm-ice only 23 Cent& feelBapkissvilke.
cacao at Drntrosto or by 5550ptee I (ScnStilt- jackass tient.
This Is Your Opportunity.
On receipt of ten centre, cash or
stanips, a generous sample will be mail-
ed of the most popular Catarrh and Hay
Fever Cure (Ely's Cream Balm) suffici-
ent to demonstrate its great merit. Full
size 50e.
ELY BROTHERS,
56 Warren St., New York City.
Rev. John Reid, Jr, of Great Fall,
Mont., recommended Ely's Cream
Balm to me I can emphasize his state-
ment, "It is a positive cure for catarrh
"A MODERN GYPSY,"
(THING NEW
esee*oceseeezo.soo.-..00sees;-ee
•
lArg* pd. • .• world • t. eareser
for • iialcsi sit smitter et,I1U111) 911 pus -4
psckage. AU arnces. Sacie uuly Cy
THE N. Y. PAtREANK compitirr.
Chicago, Sc. Loots. re York. Boston, Philadelphia.
,,ANT SOMETHING
It's a fettling we all have, in the spring time that
we ought to plant something. There's a feeling, too,
throughout the entire year that it's of great importance
that our dDllars shoula be planted where returns are
the surest1 invested in merchandise the most reliable.
ALL TI11 YEAR....
We can save you money on shoe purchases. We
are in pos tion to do it, we sell only leading makes,
we buy thorn right. In ladies, misses, mens and boys
we are a oney-saving shoe house for you.
IN LAMES 1IASHIONABLE DRESS SHOES
(in the ne est color crazes,) in the dressy style, every
pair a su rb value. Everything that is right and up-
to-date in men's goods. Never any risk for the wear,
style or q ality, if you buy your shoes of us.
A rIAYSPECIAL....
Hands
weaves.
Goocls, ill
I careful p
right, too,
le black suitings, all wools, in fashionable
andsome Novelties in Colored Dress
the newest weves and colorings, at easy,
ces. All the little details in linings all
We Save You Money,
Every Week In The Year,
In the various needs that arise in your househotld.
It's the r4sult of right buying, right selling, conduct-
ing each part of our stock on a close margin basis
The purchaser gets the beneat
RIC 11 A R DS & CO:
TOB OCO VTAR,ERMES,
J. M. BUCKNER, Ss , M. L. BUCKNER. S F MURRELL
President. I Vice-Presid't. Sec.& Treas.
BUCKN boo t.
Incorporated.
Tobacc4 Warehouse Cam pan3
314-31 Chapel St., bet. Main and Market,
Z.ac:lI'Ti1E't, - MK.9..97
Special attention given to private sales. Four months storage free Ind, IS 1.1C1-
Slit warehouse. Milk your hogsheads "Soe.kaer Warehouse"
CarREPERSENTED BY BEN C. BOYD, CHRISTIA.N, 0OUN11
Kendrick &Runyon
--PROPRIETORS OF—
Centr 1 Tobacco Warehouse
We solic.
sell! Free St
consignments
LiIRKSVILLE, - TENVV.
the patronage of all who have Tobacco to
rage to shippers? Cash advances made on
C. KENDRICK, Salesman.
hip Your Tobacco To
HAGSfiALE,
PROPRIETORS
Main St. Warebouse
Elm St. Warehouse.
They w4.11 w.-1 t 57,-)ur interest in secur:rg
the high,,stmarket price.
x (ivW. G. WHEELER. \V Ii F
Wheeler, Mills & Co.
Tobacco Warelloueifien, Commissiontlerchallts,
AND
Gr Mirk EY 1
FIRE-PROO 1VdIREHOUSE. Car. Russellville and
Railroad Streets.
HOPKINSV LL1r, - - BENIUCKY.
Libenal Advanets on Consignments.
All Ifobacco sent us Covered by Insurance.
T. C. HANDERY. F M. S!,11 .,11-Ii
HANBERY & SHRYER, Prop'rs,
Rai:read Strad Bitween Ti
ard Elevenih Hapk;rsvine. K.
a(fir Careful ttention given to sampling and bellirg all tobacco eel
signed to us. 
Libi 
ral adbances on tabacco in setae. All tobacco insured el.-
less otherwise inactracted.
M H. NELSON GORDON NELSON.
1! 11.„
Warehouse
Cor. Railroad & 11th sta.
NELSON & NELSON, PROPR'S.
Tob4cco commission Merchants.
Personal attention to the inspection of Tobacco, Stable
tor teams.
;It. M. WOOLDI DOE. : 
-: JNO. J. CHAPPELL.
W OLDRIDGE & CHAPPELL, il
lobloc: Cc:Irak:ion ilcrchant;
Farmer's Warehouse, Railroad st.lit. 9th 6z, 10th
Personal Attention to the Inspection and Sale
of Each Hogshead.
MN --LT,iiriEtT.7.11.1C3t,
NAT GAITHE .t/I JAMES WF
G ITHER Vs. WEST,
11 11, f1J11 111-118L
EY.
Liberal advances made an Tobacco. Four months orage Free
•
41'
a
Real Potpourri of
,
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